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I N T R O D U C T I O N

PRINCIPLES & PRACTICES 
OF CHURCH PLANTER 

COACHING
As a planter, I can attest to the benefit that my coaching relationships 
have had on me personally and on my ministry. With a few good ques-
tions, my coaches have helped me to focus, gain perspective and push 
through issues that could easily have been roadblocks. Some of my 
most productive seasons of ministry have been those times when I had 
a coach walking with me. 

– Jason McGibbon 
The Hamilton Fellowships 

Hamilton, Ont. 
facebook.com/jason.mcgibbon.5

Great coaches come alongside leaders so leaders can be trans-
formed into the image of Christ and join Him on His redemptive mission.

– Steve Ogne and Tim Roehl1

Earlier in my ministry I might have disagreed with the statement every leader needs a 
coach, particularly when describing a coach who is the asking and listening kind. But 
when I moved from an old office building in urban Cincinnati to a new office in South 
Carolina complete with fulltime assistants, a big budget and the best technology, things 
dramatically changed for me.

1 TransforMissional Coaching: Empowering Leaders in a Changing Ministry World, Steve Ogne and Tim 
Roehl, Nashville: Broadman and Holman Publishers, 2008 p. 7
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However, even in the midst of incredible resources, I felt overmatched and afraid. 
I preferred my former environment that was built on relationships and responding 
to needs. I didn’t know how to build a church planting system from the ground up. 
I needed expert advice, so I pursued one of the most influential church planting 
leaders in North America: Bob Logan.

My first impressions of our monthly telephone conversations were positive. I 
didn’t feel frustrated by Bob’s asking versus telling coaching style, though the con-
versations were unlike any I’d ever had before. I experienced feelings of both inspi-
ration and exhaustion at the end of each coaching call. Bob helped me determine 
what a robust church planting system would look like, along with the needed steps 
to create such a system.

Months into my new role, my team started to grow, as did my relationship with 
Bob. My team members had skills and experiences I didn’t, yet I was their leader. In 
one particularly memorable coaching conversation, I asked, “How can I help them, 
Bob? They’re ahead of me.” In a rare moment of impatience and emotion, Coach 
Bob responded, “Coaching! It’s coaching—you need to coach them!”

Other coaches have influenced me since my first conversations with Bob:
• Bill helped me discover a healthier lifestyle. 
• Glenn helped me develop my inner entrepreneur. 
• Steve, Tony and Laura helped me develop my skills as a coach. 
• Francois and Geoff challenged me as a disciple of Jesus and also as a dad, 

husband and granddad.
I learned the importance of focus, accountability and action from being coached. 
Most of all, my approach to life was transformed, and my trajectory in ministry was 
changed. 

You may already be far ahead of where I was in my early coaching experiences. 
But over the years I’ve seen the value of coaching for all kinds of leaders in all kinds 
of roles and locations. 

A good coach can help leaders understand themselves better, gain focus and get 
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greater results in what God has called them to do. Every leader, and especially every 
church planter, needs a coach.

SENDING WELL
Jesus told His disciples, “‘As the Father has sent Me, I also send you’” (John 20:21). 
We commonly interpret this verse as inspiration to send more. That’s a good thing. 
But we must also embrace the importance of sending well at the same time. As we 
send well, we will send more: healthy leaders multiply. A great church planter coach 
plays a critical role in sending well.

Church planter coaching efforts in the past have had varying degrees of success. 
And there are certainly thriving church planter coaching relationships that exist at 
this moment. But the stakes have been raised—a new goal has been defined: mak-
ing church planter coaching available to everyone who plants a church in North 
America. 

Catalyzing church planter coaching systems for every city/region in North 
America is a daunting task. I began by asking church planting leaders in different 
contexts the same questions and listening to their answers. For example:

• What is the history of coach training in your area?
• What are the critical qualifications of a church planter coach?
• What is currently going on with church planter coaching? 

I was looking for two things:
• Principles. What are some relative certainties about church planter coach-

ing that are true everywhere?
• Practices. How can church planter coaching be adapted to meet unique 

contextual challenges?
Though I didn’t discover a magic bullet for church planter coaching success, I 

did get clarity regarding the problem we needed to solve. 
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I learned that the problem was not:

• Believing in the Benefits of Coaching. Every leader I talked with acknowl-
edged that more and better church planter coaching was needed.

• Training for Coaches. Many leaders (who were already coaching others) had 
experienced quality coach training through CoachNet, Gospel Coach and 
NAMB’s Coaching Qualification Training. 

• A Shortage of Coaches. Most planters already had someone they considered 
to be their coach.

I also discovered some realities that seemed similar in every area:

• Lack of Capacity. Though most church planting leaders were supportive 
of coaching, they did not have time to consistently oversee a church planter 
coaching delivery system. 

• Lack of Clarity. Each person I spoke with had his own definition of coaching; 
however, a consistent definition of church planter coaching did not emerge 
from my conversations.

• Lack of Consistency. Practical approaches to coaching ranged from a new 
planter living in the same home with an experienced, successful church 
planter to a few random coffee shop conversations a year.

IDENTIFYING THE QUESTION
I received a gift from the hours spent studying survey data and having individual 
conversations with church planting leaders. And that gift is a question, a question 
whose answer is still being processed and developed: 
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HOW CAN WE CONSISTENTLY 
DELIVER QUALITY CHURCH PLANTER 

COACHING TO EVERY CHURCH 
PLANTER IN NORTH AMERICA?

Principles and Practices of Church Planter Coaching is the first step in designing a 
church planter coaching system to effectively deliver quality coaching to everyone 
in North America who plants a church.

The One Day Coaching Map provides orientation for leaders who want to be 
part of a church planter coaching team. The Map agenda stems from the princi-
ples and practices in this book. The target is to create a sustainable church planter 
coaching system driven by passionate, indigenous coaches. 

Our desire is to deliver great coaching to every church planter. Most of us could 
agree that every church planter and his spouse need a coach. But the challenge lies 
in the how—how do we consistently deliver church planter coaching? 

The five principles and five practices in this book (see illustration p. 7) are not 
based on statistical research. They were chosen, however, in an effort to keep coach-
ing simple and get coaches coaching. 

Add or delete principles and practices as you design your own contextual how for 
church planter coaching. What I hope for these principles and practices is that they 
will start the coaching delivery conversation that is critical to God’s mission being 
lived out through church planting. So if you do add and delete, let me know—we 
may all benefit from your discoveries.
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“Great coaches come alongside 
leaders so leaders can be transformed 

into the image of Christ and join Him 
on His redemptive mission.”

Steve Ogne and Tim Roehl,
TransforMissional Coaching

Every leader 
needs a coach.1 Learn to coach 

from coaches.1

Master the 
coaching basics.2

Establish
coaching
metrics.

3

Multiply coaches.5Coaches embrace 
biblical values.5

Coaches target 
the heart.4

Coaches advance 
God’s mission.3

Coach a peer.4

PRINCIPLES

Coaching is simple.2

PRACTICES

Participant Guide ·  One Day Coaching Map

One Day Coaching Map
Five Principles Five Practices

1

NAMB One Day Coaching Map V 4.0.indd   1 12/23/15   11:12 AM
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PRINCIPLE ONE

EVERY LEADER 
NEEDS A COACH

My coach helped me by offering wisdom and encouragement to 
stay the course and trust the Lord. Church planting is difficult, and 
it is comforting to be paired with someone who has not only been 
where you are, but they have also succeeded in establishing the 
foundation of a new church. My coach is a very capable, encour-
aging Spirit-filled coach! 

– Zach Randles 
Waterfront Church  
Washington, D.C. 

waterfrontchurchdc.com

Coaches help people to become what God would have them be-
come ... and do what God would have them do... 

– Keith Webb2

For years I have been on the coaching bandwagon. I have spent hours training and 
being trained. I’ve spent even more hours coaching and being coached. I have seen 
how God can use coaching to help leaders gain focus, solve problems and turn 
truth into action. Here are three reasons why I coach and will be coached for the 
rest of my life:

2 The Coach Model for Christian Leaders: Powerful Leadership Skills for Solving Problems, Reaching 
Goals, and Developing Others, Keith E. Webb, Active Results LLC, 2012 p. 30
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1. Coaching supports a relational model for discipleship.Things are changing 
in the way we send at the North American Mission Board (NAMB). Massive efforts 
are underway to assess, train, coach and support our church planting families. And 
the best is yet to come.

All of us have been guilty in the past of sending people quickly and then mov-
ing on to the next candidates. Before we send we ask questions about conversion, 
calling and a few about character. Then we lay hands on our candidates, pray and 
wish them the best. We may invite them to a few large meetings—and perhaps even 
require their attendance. But who is having consistent, intentional coaching conver-
sations with the planters God has already sent?

COACHING IS A RELATIONSHIP 
BETWEEN TWO DISCIPLES.

Paul described his relationship with disciples in highly personal terms: “We 
cared so much for you that we were pleased to share with you not only the gospel of 
God but also our own lives, because you had become dear to us” (1 Thessalonians 
2:8). A church planter never outgrows the need for this type of relationship.

A coach functions as the asking voice among voices—a coach’s voice goes to 
the deeper places in the life of a church planter. A coach knows the plans, dreams 
and disappointments of the person he or she is coaching. And most important—a 
coach helps connect the story of the person being coached to God’s bigger story. 

2. Coaching creates a platform for leadership development. Everybody’s not 
the same, so everyone can’t be led the same way. High-level leaders need space to 
process, experiment and make discoveries on their own. Notice how Jesus devel-
oped His first 12 leaders: He sent them quickly, but He stayed connected relation-
ally. He helped them debrief, grow and discover His ways. 
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LEADING LEADERS IS DIFFERENT 
FROM LEADING FOLLOWERS.

A common mistake we often make is to treat everyone like followers. Followers 
are crucial to the health and effectiveness of the body of Christ; they are truly gifts 
from God. Yet leaders are different. An emerging leader is not necessarily waiting 
for orders from the top of the organizational chart. For them to grow they need to 
be engaged—like Jesus engaged His team.

Two key practices of a good coach are listening and asking. These two disciplines, 
central to coaching, can help form a foundation of healthy leadership development 
in new churches.

3. Coaching counters a one-size-fits-all mentality for God’s mission. A church 
planter is doing something never done before. Never in history has a person planted 
a church in the planter’s exact location, at that exact time, with his specific gift mix, 
with those particular people. Are there some overarching principles and practices 
that will help? Absolutely. But if a formula was the only thing it took, no church 
planter would ever fail. 

A church planter coach helps a planter continue to process current realities, 
make clear decisions and be accountable for follow-through. The coach also helps 
the planter process the unique challenges, both personal and public, that a mission-
ary planter faces.

HEARING GOD, DISCOVERING NEXT 
STEPS AND BEING ACCOUNTABLE ARE 
CRITICAL TO ANY CHURCH PLANTING 

APPROACH, EVEN A TIME-TESTED ONE.
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COACHING: EXPOSING 
LEADERS’ GROWTH EDGES
No matter the specifics of any assignment, the first place leaders tend to focus is 
on acquiring better skills and strategies. But unfortunately, the resulting to-do list 
creates slaves to the moment. We’ve all been there. 

Well-meaning and qualified advisors “gently” remind us of things we should be 
doing if we expect to succeed. This is an unavoidable element of church planting. 
And in the short term, our to-do lists are unavoidable as well. 

Coaching exposes more growth edges in church planters, however, than a skills and 
strategies focus can. 

Every church planter needs a to-do list, but he also needs a to-be list. The to-do 
list is for the urgent, but the to-be list is for a lifetime. Both lists are weighty.

The do and be tensions cannot be fully resolved, and they shouldn’t be ignored. 
But we should be aware that our default is (often) simply applying behavior modifi-
cation techniques versus pursuing real heart change. More on that later.

EVERY CHURCH PLANTER 
NEEDS A TO-DO LIST, BUT HE 

ALSO NEEDS A TO-BE LIST.

OUR IDENTITY
Few of us go anywhere without our driver’s license. Classified information like 
where we live, how old we are and how much we weigh is openly displayed on the 
license for the world to see. Most of us hate our picture on our driver’s license—tak-
en at the worst possible moment by someone who was just doing a job. Neverthe-
less, we cannot function in society without our identity.

Our soul identity can be just as awkward. How do we measure who we are as 
people of God? For some of us identity may be based on what other people say or 
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think about us. Others base soul identity on how well they perform, particularly 
in the area of divine calling or purpose. And sometimes we base our identity on a 
picture taken at our worst possible moment. 

Our view of ourselves helps clarify the difference between behavior modifica-
tion (self-empowerment) and transformation (Spirit-empowerment). Do I want to 
grow because I’m disappointed in my results or because I want to look good for 
others? Or, do I want to become all God has planned for me to be? 

Behavior modification is a technique used to help people change. Built on a sys-
tem of reward and punishment, the goal is to condition someone to improve their 
behavior. When I do the right things, I get a benefit. When I do bad things, I get a 
demerit or lose a privilege. 

Although behavior modification works in certain cases, it can cause incredible 
frustration for a disciple/leader. If positive outcomes in my ministry fuel my desire 
to grow, then change will be shallow. The same is true if fear of bad consequences 
drives me to change. These kinds of motivation don’t usually work well.

God loves me and sees me as inherently valuable–apart from my ability to do 
good things. He will not love me more when I serve Him better. He loves me be-
cause I am His. Jesus is my righteousness; I am right before God because of a gift, 
not because of an achievement, however spiritual or incredible that achievement 
might be.

Peter provided a growth perspective when he exhorted believers: “Therefore, 
with your minds ready for action, be serious and set your hope completely on the 
grace to be brought to you at the revelation of Jesus Christ” (1 Peter 1:13).

The passage calls for action and focus built on the foundation of grace: “ … set 
your hope completely on the grace to be brought to you at the revelation of Jesus 
Christ.” Our efforts are built on the grace of Jesus, not on our ability to perform. In 
Christ we are fully loved and completely forgiven. No matter how “successful” we 
are at what He has asked us to do, our identity never changes.
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COACHING AND IDENTITY
Coaching is a neutral tool (not good or bad, spiritual or unspiritual). Like 
a hoe you can use to cultivate a garden to help feed the poor—or to take a 
swing at your neighbor’s annoying dog—it’s all about what you do with it. 
One pursuit can be inspired by God; another can be inspired by ourselves.

What coaches really believe about spiritual identity will motivate 
what they do with the tool of coaching. Coaches can feel tempted to tell 
the people being coached everything that is wrong with them. Could you 
imagine if God did that to us?

Or, coaches can coach with ears open to the Holy Spirit and a deter-
mination to look under the surface, searching for God’s work inside 
each person. This approach also encourages the people being coached to 
hear from God for themselves. 

All of us have admired other Christ followers who seem to have everything to-
gether. We want to be like them so much that we may even default to attempting 
to do things just like them. Embracing the reality of our rich identity in Christ will 
help us coach people toward the transformation God has planned—not just to-
ward behavior modification. Every church planter needs a coach who points to the 
planter’s true identity in Christ and reminds him of God’s unconditional love. That 
coach can help a planter hear God and take new steps of obedience.

EVERY LEADER NEEDS A COACH 
FOR CLARITY, ACCOUNTABILITY 

AND ENCOURAGEMENT.
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PRINCIPLE TWO

COACHING IS SIMPLE
My coach deserves his name to be on some of my successes. 
He was there when I needed him most. Though he did not tell 
me what to do, he loosened up some of my time and thoughts to 
make what was sort of working into something great. Coaching is 
more helpful than I had imagined. 

– Trey Turner 
Church at Wazeecha 

Wisconsin Rapids, Wis. 
wazeechachurch.com

Coaching is simple—but don’t confuse simple with easy. Great church planter 
coaching requires training, practice and skill.

The One Day Coaching Map helps integrate a coaching culture into what God 
is already doing in a city through church planting. The gathering is designed to be 
beneficial to coaches who attend, regardless of their skills or experience levels. 

For those with extensive coach training and experience, the Map will be a re-
fresher. For others it will be an introduction to coaching. But for long-term church 
planter coaching results, everyone needs to start the journey at the same place, and 
one critical first step is to define coaching. 
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COACHING IMAGES
People get different mental images when the word coach is used to describe a role. 
In most instances a coach is connected with athletics. Athletic coaches fill multiple 
roles in the lives of their players—teacher, mentor, parent, trainer and referee are 
just a few. Their ultimate mission is to bring out the best in players to help the team 
win.

When we carry those mental images over to church planter coaching, most of 
us are thinking about one or more aspects of athletic coaching. Then, coaching is 
attached to various methods of helping another person and the team. If I counsel, I 
coach. If I teach, I coach. If I advise, I coach. If I mentor, I coach. 

If coaching is everything, however, coaching begins to lose its edge. The same is 
true about other methods we use to help church planters or develop leaders. Men-
toring, teaching, advising and counseling are all devalued without a clear definition 
of coaching. The ultimate loser in such a scenario is the church planter.

When the coach tries to fill multiple roles, a church planter is only going to get 
what the coach wants to give or is best at giving. I call this kind of coach the school 
cafeteria coach—the one who says, “You get what I serve, like it or not.”

To create a strong coaching culture that fuels a church planting system, the prin-
ciples and practices of coaching need to be clarified. 

TO HELP GOOD COACHES BECOME 
GREAT COACHES, WE MUST DEFINE 

EXACTLY WHAT WE WANT THEM 
TO BE GREAT AT DOING.

To that end the One Day Coaching Map attempts to keep things as simple as 
possible and includes principles and practices that can be adapted to context. Re-
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member, everyone needs to start at the same place. Here are some comments from 
some recent Map participants about their experience: 

I got the sense that I could do this and even train others to do this.

This is simple and reproducible.

It was very simple, but powerful. It was so practical and effective.

I saw the simplicity of the process of coaching and how unintimidating it can be.

One Day Coaching Maps happen in Send Cities throughout North America. 
One may be coming near you soon. Ask your Send City Missionary or Church 
Planter Catalyst for more information.

WHAT IS COACHING?
Study the definitions of coaching below. Underline key words and phrases. After 
working through all three definitions, write your own. Try to use your own words 
as much as possible.

Coaches help people develop their God-given potential so that 
they grow personally and make a valuable contribution to the king-
dom of God.

– Steve Ogne3

What’s the most important word/phrase to you?

__________________________________________________

• How does this definition help you understand coaching?

__________________________________________________

3 TransforMissional Coaching, p. 26
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Coaching is “the process of coming alongside a person or team to 
help them discover a greater agenda for their life and ministry, and 
then cooperating with the Holy Spirit to see that agenda become a 
reality.” 

– Bob Logan4

• What’s the most important word/phrase to you?

__________________________________________________

• How does this definition help you understand coaching?

__________________________________________________

Coaching is “the relational process of cooperating with the Holy 
Spirit that unlocks a person’s God-given potential so that they 
become more like Christ and make their unique contribution to the 
kingdom.”

– Steve Addison5

• What’s the most important word/phrase to you?

__________________________________________________

• How does this definition help you understand coaching?

__________________________________________________

4 Robert E. Logan and Gary B Reinecke, Coaching 101 Handbook, St. Charles, Ill.: Churchsmart 
Resources, 2003. p. 3

5 Steve Addison The Startup Guide to Coaching Leaders
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A NEW IMAGE
Envision a vehicle or stagecoach that provides move-
ment from one place to another. The origin of the word 
coach began with that image, which predates the image 
of a college football coach. This new image will remind 
you of the function of a church planter coach. 

Here is my simple definition of coaching:
Coaching describes an intentional relationship that helps people 
move from where they are to where God wants them.

What is your definition of coaching? 

________________________________________________

________________________________________________

HOW COACHING IS DIFFERENT 
Coaching is another tool in your leadership development toolbox. Coaching is not 
better than counseling, advising, teaching or mentoring—but it is different. 

Let’s investigate:

COACHING IS DIFFERENT 
FROM COUNSELING
A counselor focuses on helping to solve a current personal crisis.

A counselor most often functions much like an emergency room doctor, ad-
dressing a current pain point. ER doctors start with pain and hope to provide both 
temporary relief and long-term healing. 

Part of the counseling process involves reaching into the past to help the per-
son(s) being counseled understand how they got to their current pain point (mar-
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riage, parenting, financial, career, etc.). Like emergency room doctors, they are 
used by God “to cure sometimes, to relieve often, to comfort always.”

The value of spending time with wise people is clear in the Bible: “Whoever 
walks with the wise becomes wise, but the companion of fools will suffer harm” 
(Proverbs 13:20, ESV).

COACHING IS DIFFERENT 
FROM ADVISING
An advisor/consultant assesses needs and provides solutions. 

An advisor has a role similar to that of an auto mechanic, who focuses on what is 
broken or needs to be maintained. He advises you of your need for an oil change or 
tire rotation to keep your car in optimal running condition. He also tells you when 
you need a brake job or a new water pump and will actually fix these things for you 
if you would like. 

Advisors process their own life experiences, watch other people, do research and 
put all those facets together to create formulas for success. Does it work? Absolute-
ly, at times, in places. Is advising based on biblical principles? Yes: “Without counsel 
plans fail, but with many advisers they succeed” (Proverbs 15:22, ESV).

COACHING IS DIFFERENT 
FROM TEACHING
A teacher explains helpful and sometimes life-changing information. 

A teacher often functions as a librarian, providing guidance for learners that in-
cludes desired information. Teaching is valuable—Jesus Himself was called a rabbi 
(teacher).

I have enjoyed the benefit of strong Bible teachers for most of my life. And the 
incredible influence of teachers is not limited to Bible teachers. I have been taught 
to do everything—from tying my shoe to using the computer I type on at this mo-
ment. 
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My life would be dramatically different without the influence of great teachers. 
And teaching is biblical: “Him we proclaim, warning everyone and teaching every-
one with all wisdom, that we may present everyone mature in Christ” (Colossians 
1:28, ESV).

COACHING IS DIFFERENT 
FROM MENTORING
A mentor imparts wisdom from his or her reservoir of personal experiences, successes 
and failures. 

A mentor functions as a personal trainer, who helps you become what he or she 
has become. I often get asked how mentoring and coaching are different. The lists 
below may help you see the difference:   

Drawing Out   Pouring In
The Coach   The Mentor
Develops   Reproduces
Asks How   Tells How
Supports   Imparts Wisdom
Project Manager  Personal Trainer
Barnabas   Paul

Leaders need both coaches and mentors. Although they may overlap, mentoring 
and coaching are most effective when found in separate relationships.

Mentoring is modeled in Scripture. Paul was a mentor to Timothy. He also made 
a strong statement on mentoring to the Corinthian Church: “Imitate me, as I also 
imitate Christ” (Hebrews 11:1). 

Barnabas demonstrated behaviors consistent with the encouraging ministry of 
a coach: “When he arrived and saw the grace of God, he was glad and encouraged 
all of them to remain true to the Lord with a firm resolve of the heart” (Acts 11:23).
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Paul and Barnabas had different relationships with John Mark as described in 
Acts 15. For the shepherd/coach types, Barnabas is the hero of the story–he includ-
ed John Mark when Paul refused. But who is to say that the sting of Paul’s assess-
ment was not as important in John Mark’s journey? 

John Mark likely needed Paul’s mentoring voice that questioned the young dis-
ciple’s personal commitment. As well, John Mark needed the encouragement of 
Barnabas to move forward and grow from the experience.

Some people are better mentors, while others are better coaches. The body of 
Christ is diverse. If our commitment is to send well, we will utilize the multiple 
gifts and passions of people in sending: “For just as the body is one and has many 
members, and all the members of the body, though many, are one body, so it is with 
Christ” (1 Corinthians 1:12, ESV).

Healthy leadership is characterized by those who are willing to have 
both drawing-out and pouring-in relationships, no matter how much min-
istry experience and success one may have. 

HELP WITH THE VOICES
One of my favorite illustrations from the One Day Coaching Map helps with our 
simple definition of coaching. I draw a picture of a stick man representing a church 
planter and ask, “What voices are speaking into a church planter’s life?”

Answers include: spouse, mentors, core team, church attenders, conferences, 
websites, books, denominational leaders, the Holy Spirit. We conclude that all voic-
es are not equal in value and that some can be negative. Another conclusion is, 
however, that an overwhelming number of voices are already speaking into church 
planters. 
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Notes To Myself
Reminders, Lists and Next Steps

One Day Coaching Map
Principle 2: Coaching is simple.

One Day Coaching Map ·  Participant Guide4

NAMB One Day Coaching Map V 4.0.indd   4 12/23/15   11:12 AM
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THE ASKING VOICE
The role of a coach is unique—it’s not to be another voice talking to the planter (as 
important as some of those voices are). A coach comes alongside a church planter 
to draw out what is already being poured in. A coach’s voice is the asking voice, 
and the coach’s most basic tools are listening well and asking questions. 

A church planter coach fulfills his role on the team by providing a safe place for 
an often overwhelmed church planter. The coach’s purpose is to help the planter 
move forward in four mission-critical areas:

1. Getting clarity from God
2. Setting priorities
3. Taking action
4. Being accountable

Counselors, advisors, teachers and mentors are important people to help us 
move forward in living out God’s unique assignment for each of us within His king-
dom. But don’t leave out the coach; every leader needs one. Someone needs to ask 
the questions that possibly no one else is asking—questions like:

• What does God want?
• What’s next?
• What’s most important now?
• Who can help you?
• When are you going to start?

Coaching is simple—anyone can do it by learning to listen and ask. But coaching 
is not easy; great church planter coaching requires training, practice and skill.

COACHING IS SIMPLE, BUT NOT EASY.
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As a church planter, I needed a coach—a planter coach, someone 
who understood the ins and outs of planting a church. I needed 
someone to help me walk through the real issues planters face. I 
needed help avoiding the pitfalls and landmines we planters typi-
cally face. I needed someone versed in systems, discipleship strat-
egies and environments so I could hit the ground running and fulfill 
the vision God laid on my heart. That’s how my coach helped me.

– Mike Green 
The Link 

Beaufort, S.C. 
linkbeaufort.com
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PRINCIPLE THREE

COACHES ADVANCE 
GOD’S MISSION

My coach helps me by allowing me to explore my own thoughts. I 
have so many different voices speaking to me as a church planter: 
my wife, my leaders, my supervisor, my denominational leaders 
and my ministry supporters. It’s refreshing to be able to stand back 
and evaluate what they are saying and what direction I need to 
take to honor the Lord and what He is saying to me through all of 
this! 

– Terry Branscombe 
The Refuge, Riverview, N.B. 

the-refuge.ca

When Jesus said, “‘Therefore, pray earnestly to the Lord of the harvest to send out 
laborers into his harvest’” (Matthew 9:38, ESV), He was inviting us to be part of the 
sending as well as the harvesting. In fact, sending is the platform for a greater har-
vest (Acts 13). Coaching is a way to expand your personal sending capacity through 
intentional relationships with church planters.

“Jesus said to them again, ‘Peace to you! As the Father has sent Me, I also send 
you’” (John 20:21). Think of an example when God called you to a mission as-
signment. Whom did He use to help you? Remember as many people as possible 
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and how they helped. Stop and thank God for His plan to send you well. Consider 
sending a note or email to the people you have listed.

A GREAT MISSION DESERVES 
GREAT COACHING
Church planters are called by God to an incredible mission. And a great mission 
deserves great coaching. 

Our work developing coaches in North America is for one specific purpose: 
church planting. We are not multiplying professional coaches. We have a laser fo-
cus —planting and multiplying churches as a way to fulfill God’s mission. 

And to be clear, coaching is not the killer app for church planting. Instead, 
coaching works in conjunction with assessing, training and caring for leaders to 
discover the right question and then become part of the answer. 

First Question: How do we send more?
Next Question: How do we send well? 
The answer to these questions comes within environments that support spiritu-

ally and emotionally healthy church planting families. TransforMissional Coaching 
authors Steven Ogne and Tim Roehl list three key elements for healthy church 
planting environments:6

Assessment - the interview process, including developmental recommenda-
tions.

Training - pre-deployment and real-time preparation.
Coaching - intentional, one-on-one relationships with church planters during 

their first two years.
Sending churches with these three elements in place have nearly doubled their 

church planting effectiveness, according to Ogne and Roehl. 
Other statistical evidence supports the influence of coaching on new church 

plant attendance. Ed Stetzer with LifeWay Research noted that:

6 TransforMissional Coaching, Ogne and Roehl, p. 79.
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1) New churches whose leaders were coached weekly averaged twice the size of 
churches whose leaders had no coach. 

2) New churches whose leaders were coached monthly averaged higher attendance 
than churches whose leaders had no coach.7

A BIBLICAL EXAMPLE 
OF SENDING WELL

As they were ministering to the Lord and fasting, the Holy Spirit 
said, “Set apart for Me Barnabas and Saul for the work I have 
called them to.” Then after they had fasted, prayed, and laid 
hands on them, they sent them off.8

– Acts 13:2-3

This passage illustrates three vital elements of a community that sends well: 
1) Seeking God with intensity.
2) Hearing His Holy Spirit.
3) Obeying God through sending well.
This passage also indicates that the sending community plays a vital role in send-

ing well—there is a clear example in Scripture of the support of the sending com-
munity. Coaching is a tool we can use in our local churches to help send well. 

HOW CAN WE SEND WELL? 
If Scripture puts an emphasis on the sending community—and we see that it does—
how can churches send well? How does coaching play a part in this sending well? 
What do these coaching relationships/conversations look like?

7 TransforMissional Coaching, p. 79-80
8 Emphasis added.
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EFFECTIVE COACHING BEGINS HERE:
Intentional Relationships + Scheduled Conversations

Those intentional relationships and scheduled conversations don’t just happen on 
their own. A clear purpose and plan are vital to the success of church planter coach-
ing. Below are some basic characteristics of effective church planter coaching rela-
tionships: 

• One-on-one instead of in groups. Most planters are already in active 
relational networks. Another need is one-on-one interaction with a safe 
person—someone who can objectively help them process what God is 
doing.

• Sequential rather than random. We all know what happens with ran-
dom interactions: they eventually die due to the incredible demands on 
our time. Good coaching is sequential—ideally every other week for 
three to four months. 

• Integrated, not competing. Coaching complements what God is al-
ready doing in planters’ lives. Coaching also leverages what is being said 
during assessments, trainings and networking—challenging the planter 
to turn truth into action. 

• Mission coaching, not life coaching. Church planter coaching utilizes 
coaching guides that help the planter focus on both personal growth 
and planting results. At times the coach will push toward topics that 
serve the best interest of God’s mission versus letting the planter set the 
agenda. 

• By phone rather than through face-to-face interactions. The goal is 
to be consistent and focused. Consistency is more important than prox-
imity. Phone and/or video conferencing conversations are more time 
efficient than face-to-face interactions. Phone/video conferencing con-
versations are easier to manage and more likely to continue. 
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THE TARGET - TRANSFORMATION
The target is not more knowledge. In the past we have used 
training as the answer to everything that is broken in our sys-
tems or strategies. If training is the solution, then it only makes 
sense to believe that the more we train, the better results we get. 
We function as though: 

 New Information  New Behavior  Transformation

The target is not coaching. Coaching is a unique tool to help 
equip and encourage church planters but is not an end in it-
self; our mission is not a coaching movement. Coaching cannot 
change a person—that is God’s responsibility. We mistakenly be-
lieve that: 

 New Tool  New Behavior  Transformation

The target is transformation! The real target for coaching 
church planters is transformation. With this target, coaching be-
comes a platform for God to do what God does–change hearts 
and minds of leaders.

Transformation can happen when the right coach asks the right 
questions. A church planter is then more accountable for hearing 

and obeying God. A planned next step gives God space to work as He changes the 
mind and heart of the planter.

 New Clarity  New Obedience  Transformation

God is at work in every disciple/leader, changing our minds about what we are 
doing. He then directs us to a better place. This transformational place is similar 
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to where a shepherd leads his sheep. But we can’t find this place without the Good 
Shepherd. Paul described this place in Romans:  

Don’t copy the behavior and customs of this world, but let God 
transform you into a new person by changing the way you think. 
Then you will learn to know God’s will for you, which is good and 
pleasing and perfect.

– Romans 12:2, NLT
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PRINCIPLE FOUR

COACHES TARGET 
THE HEART

My coach provided me the encouragement I needed through 
a process of discovery. He encouraged me through providing the 
accountability to follow through with action items that were neces-
sary to move forward in all that God was and is calling me to do. 
My coach has also helped me to work through difficult seasons 
that I otherwise would have felt paralyzed in. As a church planter 
and mentor/coach to church planters, I can’t imagine doing this 
without a coach. 

– Jamie Limato  
Aletheia Norfolk Church, Norfolk, Va. 

aletheianorfolk.com

Guard your heart above all else, for it is the source of life. Don’t let 
your mouth speak dishonestly, and don’t let your lips talk deviously. 
Let your eyes look forward; fix your gaze straight ahead. Carefully 
consider the path for your feet, and all your ways will be estab-
lished.

– Proverbs 4:23-26
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The Bible gives principles for intentional living. “Carefully consider the path for 
your feet” is biblical wisdom. Coaching can be a resource that helps us live out this 
wisdom during the ongoing process of personal transformation. 

Becoming a transformational coach starts with being transformed.

– Tony Stoltzfus9

TRANSFORMED COACHES
The most basic element in a transformational coaching relationship is a trans-
formed coach. Below the surface, coaches may carry an agenda to “fix” or enlighten 
the people they coach. Coaches who have a fix-it attitude miss something critical–
their own journey of transformation. 

THE MOST BASIC ELEMENT IN 
TRANSFORMATIONAL COACHING 

IS A TRANSFORMED COACH.

Take a moment to consider these questions:
• Who are you becoming?
• What has God changed in you over the past year?
• What is God attempting to change in you now?
• Who is your coach, and how often do you connect?
• What mentors currently speak into your life?

The above questions are critical for all of us who coach. We should review them 
often and make the necessary adjustments to keep moving forward in our relation-
ship with Christ.

9 Leadership Coaching: The Disciplines, Skills and Heart of a Coach, Tony Stoltzfus, Booksurge 
LLC, 2005, p. 2
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When I first discovered coaching, my motivation was more like “911, I’m in big 
trouble” rather than “I’d really love to grow.” But God is always doing more than we 
see. He changed the trajectory of my life through (and in spite of) my urgent search 
for help.

My first experience being coached revealed that my behavior was connected 
to my heart, not my brain. I was in a rut, stuck in the mud, and God graciously 
sent me help in the form of a coach. 

I learned that I had become cynical about other people because I was cynical 
about myself. I wanted to drive conversations to where I felt comfortable in order 
to give the impression that all was well with me. 

As God began to break new ground in my life, my confidence in His ability to 
work in and through people around me soared. My confidence was not in coach-
ing, but rather in the unique, one-on-one environment the coaching relationship 
created. That relationship gave God new space to work in people—including myself—
as heart issues were revealed.

GREAT CHURCH PLANTER COACHING 
FOCUSES ON HEART ISSUES 

LEADING TO TRANSFORMATION.

LIVING BEYOND SYMPTOMS 
We often approach life/ministry with a tendency to focus on symptoms versus heart 
issues. We prefer a bandage over surgery–yet we don’t always have that luxury. 

For transformation to continue in the lives of church planters, heart issues must 
be addressed. Here are some questions that can help begin deeper heart conversa-
tions:
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• What does God want?
• What is God saying?
• What is really happening here?
• What is really important?
• What is God attempting to change in you now?

These questions are a great starting point for diving deep into the heart of the per-
son you coach. But there’s more—we all have desires deep inside us, things we know 
we must target if our lives are to be successful. Paul talked about these desires:

So then, my dear friends, just as you have always obeyed, not only 
in my presence, but now even more in my absence, work out your 
own salvation with fear and trembling. For it is God who is work-
ing in you, enabling you both to desire and to work out His good 
purpose.

– Philippians 2:12-13

This passage includes important truths:
• God is at work inside us. 
• He gives us the desire to do what He wants.
• He gives us His energy to do what He wants.
• In return we offer Him our attention and energy.
• Spiritual growth is a cooperative effort between God and us. 

No matter how much we succeed in other pursuits, nothing will ever replace five 
critical desires (heart hungers) God has given us. In the coaching conversations I 
experienced over the years, these five concerns eventually came to the top of the 
list:
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1. God. We want a vital, personal connection with God.
2. Family. We want healthy relationships with our spouses and 
children.
3. Health. We want to live well, sleep well and feel well. 
4. Time. We want to get the most out of our days.
5. People. We want to relate well to people outside our home.

Philippians 
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COACHING HEART HUNGERS
When we’re talking about coaching a church planter with regard to one or more of 
his heart hungers, we must keep three things in mind:

• A church planter is a person.
• Therefore, we must coach the person, not the goal.
• We must also resist merely coaching the church plant instead of 

the person.
What does coaching the person, not the goal mean?
1. Coaching the person means that we draw out his or her goals—rather than 
prescribing goals we think would be best. A good coach will help the planter 
identify and define goals the planter is drawn toward. 
2. Coaching the person means that we intentionally press beyond the urgent 
church planting needs to the heart of the planter. The coach is not handcuffed 
by everything the church planter wants to be coached through. A coach helps the 
people he/she coaches move to a higher level of accountability for what God wants 
from them personally.

SMART GOALS = INTENTIONALITY
Knowing we want to grow in the basics is not enough. Our lives are filled with 
oughts and shoulds that are overwhelming. Specific forward-moving steps are im-
portant when coaching to a planter’s heart hungers.

One great way of helping planters move forward throughout a coaching relation-
ship is to help them create SMART goals.10 A SMART goal is specific, measurable, 
attainable, relevant and time specific. 

Let’s practice—try writing your own SMART goal based on any one of the five 
heart hungers: God, family, health, time or people. To help you get started, here’s an 
example from the health category.

10 Doran, G. T. (1981). “There’s a S.M.A.R.T. way to write management’s goals and objectives”. Man-
agement Review (AMA FORUM) 70 (11): 35–36.
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GOAL:
I will average seven hours of sleep each night in 30 days. 

INITIAL STEPS YOU COULD TAKE 
TO REACH YOUR SMART GOAL:
1. Talk to spouse to enlist support and brainstorm ideas. Complete by this Friday.
2. No screen time one hour before bedtime, beginning Monday.
3. Charge electronic devices away from the bedroom, beginning Monday.
4. Create a simple journal for the nightstand to track progress, beginning Mon-

day.
5. Prep for bed at 9:30 p.m. each night. Lights out by 10:00 p.m. Alarm set for 5:00 

a.m., beginning Monday.

YOUR TURN 
Take some time to create your own SMART goal and write it below.

__________________________________________________

__________________________________________________

__________________________________________________

List your initial SMART goal action steps: 

1. ________________________________________________

________________________________________________

2. ________________________________________________
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________________________________________________

3. ________________________________________________

________________________________________________

4. ________________________________________________

________________________________________________

5. ________________________________________________

________________________________________________

Additional questions to think about after completing this exercise: 
What did God show you about a specific heart hunger? 

__________________________________________________

__________________________________________________

Who can you enlist to keep you accountable for your goal/action steps? 

__________________________________________________

__________________________________________________

SMART GOALS: 
SPECIFIC 

MEASURABLE 
ATTAINABLE 
RELEVANT 

TIME SPECIFIC
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SMART GOALS PROVIDE FOCUS
The process of setting SMART goals, creating action steps and following through 
encourages a space for God to work. Church planter coaching goes beyond minis-
try skills and tasks and includes addressing heart issues. 

Simply covering up symptoms will only give temporary relief. Long-term results 
will keep church planters healthy so they can live out their calling as they advance 
God’s mission. We must go deeper.

Peter Scazzero planted New Life Church in Queens, N.Y. His 
book, Emotionally Healthy Spirituality, tells the dark side of his own 
journey. He captured our deepest need for growth in a prayer: “Lord, 
I ask that you would not simply heal the symptoms of what is not 
right in my life, but that you would surgically remove all that is in me 
that does not belong to you.”11

TRANSFORMED COACHES TARGET 
THE HEART AND COACH THE CHURCH 
PLANTER, NOT THE CHURCH PLANT.

11 Peter Scazzero, Emotionally Healthy Spirituality: Unleash a Revolution in Your Life in Christ, Nash-
ville: Thomas Nelson Publishers, 2006. p. 37
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PRINCIPLE FIVE

COACHES EMBRACE 
BIBLICAL VALUES

My experience of being coached has revolutionized how I make 
decisions as a church planter. Coaching produces a multidimen-
sional view of the tasks at hand, which results in greater productiv-
ity and a greater sense of personal fulfillment. Iron sharpens iron: 
coaching has sharpened my focus on fulfilling the vision God has 
given me as a church planter on Vancouver Island. Whether being 
coached or self-coaching, I am able to focus on what is truly im-
portant when there are so many demands on my time.

– Matthew Bond 
Ekklesia Baptist Church 

Sidney, B.C. 
ekklesiabc.ca

Bob Logan’s article entitled “Biblical Foundations of Coaching” provides a great 
perspective on how coaching supports biblical values. Take a moment to read this 
article. You can find it here on the Send Network coaching page.

After reading this article, journal some of your first impressions through the 
following questions:
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What was the highlight of the article for you?

__________________________________________________

__________________________________________________

Which of Logan’s nine biblical principles is most important to you?

__________________________________________________

__________________________________________________

How will this principle influence your approach to coaching?

__________________________________________________

__________________________________________________

DISCOVERING TIPS AND TOOLS
We all want results. I Google everything and am fas-
cinated by my success rate. Whether my dog won’t 
stop barking or I need to paint over wallpaper, a 
few words typed into my Google search box bring 
magical results. Simple steps appear on my comput-
er screen. New ideas beyond my imagination give 
practical solutions to everyday problems.

When explaining Principle Two: Coaching is Simple, I called coaching a tool. 
Nobody celebrates a tool—no hammer or saw gets an award for its greatness. But 
we do celebrate great houses, buildings and remodeled kitchens. We celebrate re-
sults that come from tools being used in the hands of master builders.

GREAT QUESTIONS ARE TOOLS 
As leaders we usually default to offering great answers to the people we lead to help 
them grow. But when we take our default too far, we miss one of the greatest an-
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swers we could ever give: a great question. Great questions get us out of the way of 
potential Holy Spirit-inspired discoveries: “‘But the Helper, the Holy Spirit, whom 
the Father will send in my name, He will teach you all things and bring to your 
remembrance all that I have said to you’” (John 14:26, ESV).

The Bible is full of questions. The first question God ever asked is in Genesis 3. 
God asked Adam a question that was not for His own benefit. God did not need an 
answer, but Adam needed a question:

And they heard the sound of the Lord God walking in the garden in 
the cool of the day, and the man and his wife hid themselves from 
the presence of the Lord God among the trees of the garden. But 
the Lord God called to the man and said to him, “Where are you?”

– Genesis 3:8-9, ESV

The God of the universe—the One who is all knowing, all present, all power-
ful—chose to ask instead of tell. God didn’t shout out with a voice of thunder, “I 
see you over there in those bushes, Adam, and I see Eve, too.” Why not?

God chose a different tool—for Adam’s benefit. God knew exactly what He had 
planned (Jeremiah 29:11). But Adam’s world was falling apart because of his choice 
to turn away from God instead of toward Him, and God asked a simple question 
to draw Adam out.

Fast forward to the New Testament—Jesus constantly asked His disciples ques-
tions:

When Jesus came to the region of Caesarea Philippi, He asked His 
disciples, “Who do people say that the Son of Man is?” And they 
said, “Some say John the Baptist; others, Elijah; still others, Jere-
miah or one of the prophets.” “But you,” He asked them, “who do 
you say that I am?” Simon Peter answered, “You are the Messiah, 
the Son of the living God.”

– Matthew 16:13-16
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Both passages, and many more, illustrate one simple point: asking is an effective 
way to influence someone toward God’s purposes and ways. But is the fact that God, 
Jesus and many others in the Bible asked questions enough to cause us to pursue 
coaching? Of course not. Everyone who speaks asks questions. We must get to the 
heart of the matter—why do we ask questions as coaches? We ask because:

1. God is at work in the life of each person we coach.
2. The people we coach have the ability to hear God.
3. The people we coach need to learn how to hear God.
4. We do not know all the answers.
5. Each person we coach has a unique assignment from God.
6. An unhealthy dependence on an advice giver does not produce 

a leader, only a follower.

Take some time to think about why you coach:

How does coaching support your personal values? 

__________________________________________________

__________________________________________________

__________________________________________________

How does it support your sending investment in church planting and in church 
planters?

__________________________________________________

__________________________________________________
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COACHING IS A METHOD, 
NOT MAGIC 
Coaching doesn’t work better than any other method I might use for kingdom pur-
poses. Coaching isn’t magic. God can, however, use coaches for His purpose if they 
focus on coaching well. All of us who coach should coach well for God’s mission 
and His glory. We should be aware of what bad coaching looks like. Below are seven 
characteristics of bad coaching:

1. A lack of credibility or capacity. The temptation in our church planting 
systems is to focus on either credibility or capacity, depending on our pool 
of potential coaches. Some of the best potential coaches have a high level 
of credibility among new planters but may not have the capacity to coach 
right now. And some who do have the capacity to coach may not have 
the leadership credibility or experience needed to coach a planter. Both 
capacity and credibility are needed for coaching to work.

2. An unclear purpose for coaching. Leaders have multiple voices speaking 
into their lives and ministries. The coach has a specific role of drawing 
out. Mentoring, advice giving, counseling and teaching are critical needs 
for church planters—but are not included in a coach’s role. As coaching is 
clearly defined, the other methods become more effective.

3. An unprepared coach. Coaching conversations are scheduled in ad-
vance. A high level of commitment to keep appointments is critical from 
both the coach and the person being coached. Coaches, give yourselves 
at least 15 minutes before each conversation to pray and prepare. Don’t 
answer your phone in that 15-minute window unless it’s family calling. 
Give yourselves 15 minutes after each conversation to write a quick email 
debrief. 

4. Random coaching conversations. The opposite of random is incremen-
tal. Although church planters receive valuable encouragement and advice 
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in random ways, they need more. The coaching metric is one conversa-
tion, every other week, for three to four months. This rhythm produces 
greater focus, efficient time management and more accountability for fol-
low-through.

5. Coaching conversations that don’t end with action. Coaches help turn 
truth into action. In fact, good coaches would argue that if action isn’t the 
result of a coaching conversation, it’s not coaching at all. Coaches should 
count the number of measurable steps after each conversation. Move to-
ward action by asking good questions:

• “What are you going to do?” 
• “When are you going to do it?” 
•  “What specific steps are you going to take between now and when 

we talk again?”
6. No clear covenant. An example of a covenant is included in the Addi-

tional Coaching Resources section at the end of this e-book. You should 
use something similar to help the person being coached understand the 
coaching relationship. A copy of the covenant should be emailed to the 
person being coached. Before coaching starts, a coach should also ver-
bally present a clear blueprint for how to make the coaching relationship 
work.

7. An assumption of God’s presence. God’s presence can never be assumed 
in coaching, just as it can’t be assumed when using any other ministry 
tool. Coaching isn’t magic; it’s merely a method to accomplish biblical 
results. Prayer, reviewing Scripture and asking questions from a biblical 
angle are all crucial parts of great coaching.
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COACHING SUPPORTS 
BIBLICAL VALUES

“Coaches choose to believe that people can be what the Bible 
says they can be.” 

– Tony Stoltzfus12

Coaches also believe that God can do His transformative work in His followers. 
A church planter benefits from having a coach who embraces these biblical values 
and incorporates them into his or her coaching. Though coaching is not an end-all 
in terms of ministry tools, it is an effective way to draw out of a church planter in 
order to help him achieve God’s mission. 

COACHES EMBRACE BIBLICAL VALUES: 
THEY BELIEVE CHURCH PLANTERS 

CAN BE TRANSFORMED BY THE 
HOLY SPIRIT TO DO HIS WORK. 

My coach helped me process the challenges and victories of 
church planting. Rather than just giving me answers, he encour-
aged me to find the answers and solutions from Scripture instead 
of relying on my own abilities. 

– Adam Sewell 
The Well Church, Pittsburgh, Pa. 

thewellpgh.org 

12 Stoltzfus, Tony. “What Makes a Coach?” Coach 22. Tony Stoltzfus, n.d. Web. 01 Feb. 2016. 
coach22.com.
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PRACTICE ONE

LEARN TO COACH 
FROM COACHES

My coach helps me by encouraging me, helping me to set goals, 
developing strategies, evaluating efforts and staying focused. 
Church planting allows for multiple efforts to reach the lost and 
meet the needs in that community; having a coach helped me 
streamline my efforts to be more effective and focused. I couldn’t 
have imagined planting a church without a coach! 

– Derrick Wilhelmus 
The Bridge 

Simcoe, Ont. 
thebridgemovement.net

As with the principles of church planter coaching, a definitive list of church 
planter coaching practices certainly contains more than five. These five practices, 
however, do provide tangible ways to move forward in coaching church planters.

The best way to learn to coach is to coach and be coached. A strong coach-
ing culture involves more than having a few well-trained people who coach and 
promote coaching. And coach training events do not necessarily build a coaching 
culture, no matter how good the events might be. 
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COACHES WHO COACH ARE THE 
FOUNDATION OF A STRONG 

COACHING CULTURE.

Coaches who coach are the foundation of a strong coaching culture. The prac-
tices of church planter coaching are ongoing behaviors that help coaches improve 
their skills. As church planter coaches improve their skills, the leaders they coach 
reap the benefits. 

Bob Logan said, “Too many times we try to teach people how to swim in a class-
room.” That principle applies to more than just coaching, and it seems to clearly be 
Jesus’ approach to leadership development. He called fishermen and used language 
they understood: “‘Follow Me,’ He told them, ‘and I will make you fish for people’” 
(Matthew 4:19).

He didn’t say, “Follow Me to My next six-week seminar on how to lead people to 
Me.” He invited them on a journey to be made into something different from what 
they were. This would take time, practice and deeper, more personal conversations 
than you could have at a seminar—even one led by Jesus Himself. 

I have learned more being coached by good coaches than I’ve learned from 
books, resources or training. My relationships with those coaches have been in-
valuable. And strong coaches have motivated me to want to learn more. 

If you desire to grow as a coach, then find other coaches and:
• Ask them questions about what they do. Prepare your questions for them in 

advance. Ask them how they got started, how they were trained and who 
has coached them. Ask them for advice on how to be a better coach.

• Watch them work. In some rare cases they may allow you to sit in on one of 
their coaching sessions if they have a willing coaching client. I have trained 
coaches with this method and have found it to be a great way to help.

• Ask them to be your coach. As God uses coaches to help you grow, He will 
show you how you can help others.
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START COACHING TODAY 
I was celebrating my 25th wedding anniversary when I took my coaching prac-
tice to a dangerous new level. I had spent the previous 12 months going through 
some incredible training processes, and I was determined to coach everything that 
breathed. I decided to offer my wife, Yvette, a short coaching session as we sat on 
the beach in Hilton Head, S.C. It felt as awkward to me as it did to her—but I knew 
I needed to practice, and I thought she needed to know what all the buzz was about.

As I wrapped up the coaching conversation, I asked, “What do you think?” She 
replied, “We have been married 25 years, and I think this is the first time you’ve 
ever really listened to me.”

I got high marks on my coaching practice session but a low grade on being a 
good husband! 

Knowledge of the coaching discipline is important, but until you actually coach 
people, a credential, certificate or title is meaningless. As Keith Webb said, “ ... 
coaching is not about certificates—it’s about being helpful to others.”13 

Although people who come to the One Day Coaching Map may not consider 
themselves coaches, if they are leading, they are practicing coaching principles to 
varying degrees. Here are some places to become more intentional in your coach-
ing practice:

• Team Meetings. Prepare for your next leadership team meeting by creating 
questions like: “What’s working?” and “What’s not working?” and “What is 
your biggest question?”

• Sermons. If you are preaching next week, why not end your sermon with 
questions that might lead to immediate application: “What does God want 
you to do today as a result of what you’ve heard?” or “When does He want 
you to do it?” or “Who do you need to tell about this step?”

• Small Groups. Do you really think people are coming to your living room 
each week to hear you talk for an hour? Encourage small group attenders to 

13 The Coach Model, p. 153
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talk back to you—but also encourage them to talk to one another through the 
use of open-ended questions.

• Friends. I coached friends often, especially when I was first getting started. 
Ask a friend, “Could I practice coaching you so I can improve my skills and 
get honest feedback?” Look for three or four volunteers and get to work. 
Serve by helping them—and let them help you. 

COACHING VOICES
Interest in coaching has grown over the past decade. 
Whether you are looking at the larger coaching re-
source market or you want to focus on what Christian 
coaches are saying, the choices can be overwhelming.

Below are my top five coaching book recommen-
dations plus a few review comments to give you an 
idea of the uniqueness of each book:

1. The Coach Model by Keith Webb
Keith began his coaching journey as a church planter coach in Japan. If you are 
looking for a book that focuses on the coaching conversation, this one is the best. 
Included is a simple process to help your next coaching conversation be more effec-
tive. The question answered by The Coach Model is: 

What does a strong coaching conversation look like? 

2. TransforMissional Coaching by Steve Ogne and Tim Roehl
Coaching is most effective when there’s a mission to coach toward. Steve and Tim 
provide strong overviews of coaching, along with valuable tips to make you a better 
coach. They address coaching in the context of helping others live out God’s mis-
sion and calling. The question answered by TransforMissional Coaching is: 

How does coaching help advance God’s mission?
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3. Coaching Questions by Tony Stoltzfus
New coaches often ask where they can find good coaching questions. Tony’s Coach-
ing Questions is one place to start. Categories include everything from coaching 
small group leaders to coaching married couples. The two pages about transforma-
tional coaching are full of strong support material if you’re interested in disciple-
ship coaching. The topical format of Tony’s book makes it easy to find what you are 
looking for. The question answered by Coaching Questions is: 

What does a strong coaching question look like?

4. Coaching 101 by Bob Logan and Sherlyn Carlton
The title reveals the value of this book. If you want a fast but comprehensive over-
view of coaching, this book is for you. Most elements of the other books on this 
list can be found in simplified form in Bob’s book. Coaching 101 would be a great 
resource to give small group leaders and beginning church planter coaches. The 
question answered by Coaching 101 is: 

What is coaching?

5. Leadership Coaching by Tony Stoltzfus
This book is as comprehensive a study of coaching as any I have ever read. The 
approach is radically different from Tony’s above-mentioned book, Coaching Ques-
tions. However, if you are highly motivated and want to pick only one book, this 
is a great choice. The connection to biblical principles is strong, and the technical 
explanation of the coaching conversation is robust. Although the writing is not 
complex, you will have plenty to process—and it will be well worth your invest-
ment. The question answered by Leadership Coaching is:

How can I go deeper in my coaching understanding and skills?
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More about coach training options will be mentioned under Practice 3: Estab-
lish Coaching Metrics. A quick Internet search will get you to all resources previ-
ously mentioned.

COACHES LEARN TO COACH BY 
COACHING AND BEING COACHED.
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PRACTICE TWO

MASTER THE 
COACHING BASICS

Church planting, in its essence, is starting something from nothing. 
Because there is little framework, a church planter can find himself 
lost amidst a myriad of demands. My coach navigated me through 
these exasperating waters by taking complicated issues and driv-
ing them down into smaller, more manageable parts. Sounds sim-
ple, right? Well, it usually requires an unbiased perspective. This is 
why a coach is a relationship every church planter must have.

 
– Will Browning 
Journey Church 

Ladson, S.C. 
journeychurchsc.org

I love to coach. But I can’t coach everybody—and neither am I the best match 
for everyone who needs a coach. What makes a new coach ready to coach church 
planters? Practicing the fundamentals of coaching, which are simple: listen, care 
and encourage. You don’t need a title, training or certification to focus on these 
basic disciplines for helping someone.
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LISTEN
Church planter coaching thrives on a relational connection between two disci-
ples—a connection that’s cultivated within a great listening environment. Here are 
five ways to create that kind of environment:

1) Great questions. Use easy questions to get the conversation going. Listen 
carefully, and your church planter will give you the next questions!

2) Advanced preparation. Email five to seven coaching questions three days 
before the coaching conversation and ask for the answers to be returned prior to 
coaching. This will help begin the conversation and maximize your listening time.

3) Comfortable setting. Coaching in the car or in a crowded coffee shop isn’t 
ideal. Be somewhere you can be all there, and use a reliable phone/Internet con-
nection.

4) Practical tools. A headset, a note-taking method and a quiet location all help 
keep a listening focus.

5) Email follow up. Use this to compare notes, reinforce action steps and listen 
even further to the church planter you are coaching.

Great coaches are great listeners. Anyone can interrogate and manipulate, and 
anyone can ask questions or complete forms. But a great coach listens in order to 
learn. And a great coach listens to the heart. The bottom line? A great church planter 
coach loves to listen!

• What makes listening tough for you?
• What steps can you take to become a better listener?

CARE
Church planters can often feel like they are simply vending machines, ready to dis-
pense what those around them need. Planters are constantly approached by people 
who expect to get what they want—and quickly!

This dynamic plus the fear of disappointing people can cause church planters to 
strive harder—and quite possibly to feel that nobody cares for them. In addition, 
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they develop reasons not to care for themselves. The most obvious reason (at least 
they think) is that they don’t have that luxury!

To help care for church planters, coaches embrace the core practices of serving 
and giving. Following Jesus’ example, a great church planter coach cares for the person 
being coached: “‘For even the Son of Man did not come to be served, but to serve, 
and to give His life—a ransom for many’” (Mark 10:45).
• What would a servant coach look like?
• What are some unexpected ways you can care for the church planters you 

coach?

ENCOURAGE
One of the most important attributes of a church planter is courage. The planters 
you coach will either be encouraged or discouraged on some level. To be discour-
aged means to be deprived of courage, hope or confidence. The Latin prefix dis 
means to go in reverse or in a negative direction. To be encouraged means to be 
inspired with courage, spirit or confidence, or to be stimulated by assistance. The 
prefix en means to cause a person to be in a place. Coaches can make a difference by 
helping a planter move to a place of greater courage.

One way to encourage through coaching is to help the church planters you coach 
celebrate wins. Leaders spend much of their time “putting out fires” as opposed to 
being proactive and running after God-given passions. Help the planters you coach 
discover what is right in their world. Speak openly about the things you see them 
doing well (even small things) and the progress they are making toward their goals. 
Look for God’s work in their lives and point it out. A great church planter coach 
encourages!

CHURCH PLANTERS OFTEN 
HAVE A GREAT FEAR OF 
DISAPPOINTING PEOPLE.
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• What are keys to encouraging each planter you coach?
• What are the challenges of being an encouraging church planter coach?

THE COACHING DIVE
If coaching is a conversation, what does that conversation look like in an intention-
al church planter coaching relationship? Listed below are different levels of a dive 
into the “deep water” of the heart, where God transforms the church planter being 
coached—and often the coach as well. Questions that correspond to each level are 
included, but the best questions will be discovered or created by you as you go.

e

e

t
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Connect. A church planter needs a friend who will listen, care and encourage. 
Planters need a break from the daily grind of intense decisions and conversations. 
The connecting part of coaching helps the planter change gears for a personal and 
potentially transforming conversation that is about to happen.

Questions you can ask to connect:
• What do you and your family like to do for fun?
• What are your hobbies or interests?
• What is the most unforgettable place you’ve ever visited?
• What is the best blog or book you have read lately?
• What non-ministry website do you visit the most?
• What ministry website do you visit the most?
• Whom from your past has God used to shape you the most?
• What were your favorite things to do as a child?

Celebrate. We’re starting to dive deep here. Church planters often need a coach’s 
help in this area. Usually they are measuring themselves against someone admired 
and successful. Or they might be feeling harassed by their critics. Encourage church 
planters to find wins. 
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Questions you can ask to celebrate: 
• What’s working in your world right now?
• What wins can you celebrate since we last talked?
• How have you celebrated your wins with others?
• How are you communicating wins to the people you lead?
• Where are you seeing God most right now in your world?
• What specific “God moment” have you enjoyed since we last talked?
• Where are you growing the most?
• How has God used you most in the past?

Explore. Now we’re going deeper. A million things are happening in a church 

planter’s life. But what does he see? What do planters talk about most often? What 

do they really want? The conversation is delving into deeper water. The target is the 

heart.
Questions you can ask to explore:

• What do you have that you can offer leaders outside your church?
• What is your greatest ministry win?
• What is your biggest ministry failure?
• How would you like your ministry to look five years from now?
• What are your strengths?
• What are your weaknesses?
• What does the next level look like for your church and/or ministry?
• What are you learning?

Capture. This is the deepest part of the dive. Press hard for the church planter 
to make decisions here. Where does he need to focus right now? Does he need to 
focus on one goal or on multiple goals? What’s important? What is God saying? 
What does your planter need to do in order to hear God more clearly?
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Questions you can ask to capture:
• What’s not working?
• What are three areas in your life and ministry that need growth?
• What are keys to your success? 
• What does God want?
• What frustrates you the most right now?
• How can I help you most as your coach?
• What’s really important?
• What is God saying?

Act. One way to measure your success as a coach is by looking at how you end 
coaching conversations. Coach toward concrete, measurable steps stemming from 
agreed-upon goals and priorities. Put on a project management hat and help the 
planter you coach decide who, what, when, where and how. Then keep your church 
planter accountable to follow through on those action steps.

Questions you can ask to act:
• What’s next?
• When are you going to do that?
• What specific tasks do you need to do before we talk again?
• How do you need to prepare for your (meeting, conversation, event)?
• What information is missing as you move forward?
• Who can help you?
• How will you measure success?
• How will you celebrate success?

As we’ve seen, coaching is simple but not easy. As your understanding (which in-
cludes patience, skillfulness and wisdom) grows, your church planter coaching will 
have deeper influence. And the best way for you to get there is to keep coaching! 
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A COACH’S GUIDE TO ASKING 
BETTER QUESTIONS
Years ago, I needed coaches to help coach church planters. I didn’t have time to 
prepare or train them. I didn’t even know how to–so I just set out to help them with 
the essentials of starting a coaching relationship. I threw them into the coaching 
swimming pool—and I jumped in with them.

The SOS calls from these new church planter coaches came quickly and fre-
quently. One common request was “give me a list of questions.” So I did, and those 
questions soon evolved into coaching guides. The best solution, however, is to make 
your own questions. Below are five keys to asking better questions:

1) Listen Well. At times I have lists of questions with me to help when I coach. 
But with experience, the best way to ask better questions is to listen more closely. 
Let the person you coach give you the next question. Like a great interviewer (Larry 
King, Barbara Walters, Charlie Rose, Jimmy Fallon, etc.), let your curiosity get the 
best of you—and don’t assume you understand what the person is talking about.

2) Ask Open-Ended Questions. Open-ended questions put the person you ask 
in complete control to answer. These questions force them to think, are nonthreat-
ening and have no right or wrong answer. The best ones begin with what or how. 
Closed questions can be answered with a yes or no and usually stop conversations. 
Leading questions have a solution hidden in the question: “When are you going to 
talk to them?” In this leading question, “talking to them” is your implied sugges-
tion. “What are you going to do next?” is better.

3) Ask for Action. Be sure you ask questions like “What are you going to do?” 
and “When are you going to do it?” and “Who can help you?” Coaching that does 
not lead the person you coach to actions is not coaching.

4) Use Coaching Guides. This e-book has coaching guides throughout. A coach-
ing guide doesn’t attempt to give you every question you need to ask in a given 
coaching conversation. Instead, a guide gives you a list of strong starter questions 
and sets the agenda for coaching. Guides are like training wheels for new coaches, 
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but veterans can also benefit from the structure.
5) Study Question Lists. The Coaching Dive section in this chapter has 40 

coaching questions. Go to Keith Webb’s website, register for his newsletter and you 
will get a PDF called 50 Powerful Coaching Questions—the best questions you will 
find anywhere. All these lists contain strong questions you can use immediately. 
But the greatest benefit is learning to understand what a good question looks like. 
Then you can make your own!

CHURCH PLANTER COACHES DEVELOP 
THROUGH MASTERING THE BASICS.
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PRACTICE THREE

ESTABLISH 
COACHING METRICS
During this season of planting, my coach has helped me tremen-
dously. When I had many decisions to make, my coach helped me 
organize my thoughts and prioritize what needed to be done. He 
also helped me see different types of leadership skills. One lesson 
he helped me learn was how to guide other leaders that are more 
qualified in certain skills than me. The principle is to coach them so 
they can become more unique leaders. 

– Francois Verschelden  
Connection Church 

Montreal, Que. 
theatreconnexion.ca

Coaching is simple—but as we’ve said, it’s not necessarily easy. A formal coaching 
role may not be suitable for everyone. Other mission-critical roles like counselor, 
advisor, teacher and mentor are needed on the sending team in your city. 

Championing the idea that the best coaching is coaching that actually happens is 
one thing. But those of us who are engaged in formal coaching relationships face a 
challenge—how do we get better at the coaching that is already happening? 

Being a great coach involves having consistent one-on-one conversations with 
people and asking lots of questions. But questions and consistency can still result in 
bad coaching—we must be intentional about our growth as coaches.
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GET SERIOUS ABOUT 
YOUR GROWTH
If you are serious about being a church planter coach, you must also be serious 
about great coaching. What is your growth plan as a church planter coach? How do 
you know your coaching is working?

Here are some simple ways to discover how you are doing as a coach:
Ask the person you are coaching. “How can I be a better coach for you?” The 

person you coach may not answer the first time you ask, but keep asking.
Measure the number of new steps. Each time you coach, count how many spe-

cific actions are planned. Then, count how many actions are actually completed by 
the next conversation.

Monitor (your) commitment. Never assume that the person you coach has 
commitment issues when a coaching relationship is not working. Take responsi-
bility for your part. 

Assess how much you are talking. If you are talking more than 20 percent of 
the time in a coaching conversation, then you are not coaching. Your goal is to help 
church planters process by listening and asking.

Count the number of conversations. The value of coaching rises in proportion 
to coaching frequency and rhythm. The best coaching happens on a schedule—ev-
ery other week for three to four months. When a regular schedule is followed, ac-
countability for follow-through is higher, and one conversation builds on another. 

Measure the effort in your preparation. The best coaching features a coaching 
guide (agenda) sent from the coach three to four days in advance. This agenda is 
filled out by the person being coached and returned to the coach one to two days 
prior to the coaching conversation. The coach then spends a few minutes preparing 
for the meeting by thinking about deeper questions.
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EIGHT QUALITIES OF 
A GREAT COACH
Great coaching is one way to develop church planters for the mission of God. As 
you consider your own coaching skills and development, set the bar high. Although 
no one is a “10” in every coaching quality listed below, you have certain qualities 
now that will help you coach well. Other qualities will develop through practice. 
Looking for these eight qualities in people around you will also help you discover 
future church planter coaches. 

Serving. Serving and giving are core coaching practices. Coaches enjoy helping 
others win. Jesus’ own mission was to serve and give: “‘For even the Son of Man did 
not come to be served but to serve, and to give His life—a ransom for many’” (Mark 
10:45). 

Transforming. People who are growing usually have a strong belief that God can 
help others grow, too. They are learners who are constantly confessing their own in-
adequacies, while at the same time celebrating how God is changing them. Coaches 
are driven by a core belief in God’s ability to change people because coaches have 
experienced firsthand His ability to change themselves.

Listening. People are not drawn to talkers; they are drawn to listeners. We can 
find people to talk to us 24 hours a day—if not in person then via our iPods, phones, 
email, etc. But a great coach is a great listener. Great listeners ask insightful ques-
tions because they are genuinely curious about another person’s story. They also 
listen for what God is doing in the heart of the storyteller.

Cheering. Barnabas was nicknamed “the son of encouragement.” He took John 
Mark on a mission trip even when Paul thought it was a bad decision. Great coach-
es can come alongside church planters and help them celebrate wins, no matter how 
small. Seeing and enjoying those wins can help planters out of demoralizing ruts to 
move forward again.
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Praying. Bob Logan said, “At its core, coaching is a spiritual process.”14 Great 
coaches invite God into the process of the coaching relationship, praying with and 
for the person they coach. Great coaches also understand that long-term wins in life 
and ministry come from God’s working in the heart. As a church planter’s heart is 
changed, his behavior is transformed. The target is not behavior modification; it is 
spiritual transformation.

Pressing. Most of us lose focus when under pressure. Whether this pressure 
comes from family struggles, financial issues or fears of failure, a church planter can 
gain clarity and take action with the help of a coach. A coach will not only ask the 
right questions but will also hold the church planter being coached accountable for 
action.

Understanding. Everything doesn’t work everywhere for everybody. This prin-
ciple certainly applies to both life and ministry. Variables are many: the location of 
a new church, the timing of a planting project and the attributes of the planter (his 
background, giftedness and experience) are only a few. What works in Vancouver 
may not work in the Bronx or Miami. A church planter coach understands that 
the long-term goal is not to help a planter make decisions but rather to help him 
become a better decision maker. 

Relating. Coaching is a relationship, and relationships take time. Coaching in-
volves intentional, one-on-one conversations that require patience, careful listening 
and thoughtful questions. Coaching is more of a process than it is a conversation 
about a particular topic. A great church planter coach is comfortable with an ongo-
ing relational journey toward God’s purposes.

SUMMARY OF THE EIGHT 
QUALITIES OF A GREAT COACH
As you read through these qualities—this time listed in first-person form—think 
about where you are naturally strong and where you might need improvement.

14 Coaching 101, p. 26
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1. Serving: I enjoy helping others succeed in life and ministry.
2. Transforming: I am confident in God’s ability to transform people. 
3. Listening: I listen more than I talk. 
4. Cheering: I celebrate wins, both large and small. 
5. Praying: I embrace the Holy Spirit’s work in the life and ministry of a leader. 
6. Pressing: I understand the next step is the most important one. 
7. Understanding: I believe there is no one-size-fits-all formula for success. 
8. Relating: I engage coaching relationships with patience and persistence. 

COACHING REFLECTION
What did you learn from reading about the eight qualities of a great coach?

__________________________________________________

__________________________________________________

Which qualities reflect your natural strengths?

__________________________________________________

__________________________________________________

______________________________________________

Which qualities need improvement in your life?

__________________________________________________

__________________________________________________
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MORE STEPS TO CONSIDER 
IN YOUR GROWTH PLAN

1. Additional training. The One Day Coaching Map is only the starting line.
2. Reading. When you finish the books suggested in Principles & Practices of 

Church Planter Coaching , look for more. 
3. Finding a coach. You will learn a lot from another coach and get immediate 

help as a leader.
4. Pursuing a credential or certification. Some of us work better under pres-

sure. Making a credential or a certification process a goal takes time and finances. 
The websites below provide training opportunities and numerous free resources to 
help you grow as a coach:

Creative Results Management - Keith Webb 
Coach Approach Ministries - Chad Hall 
CoachNet - Jonathan Reitz 
Coaching Pastors - Tony Stoltzfus
5. Keeping a journal. Take quick notes about your coaching from your actual 

coaching conversations. Answer questions like “What did I learn?” and “How can 
I improve?”

GREAT CHURCH PLANTER 
COACHING COMES FROM CREATING 

CLEAR COACHING METRICS AND 
FROM A LIFELONG COMMITMENT 

TO GROW AS A COACH.
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PRACTICE FOUR:

COACH A PEER
My coach helped me by walking me through the painful days of 
church planting. We went through some serious lows during our 
first year as well as some incredible mountaintop highs. Having 
a coach by my side was critical in helping me keep a balanced 
and healthy perspective in every situation we encountered. I can’t 
imagine having gone through our first year of church planting with-
out my coach. 

– Jason Lamb 
The Rising 

Leesburg, Va. 
therising.cc

My family took one vacation each year when I was growing up. 
Every summer we drove from northeast Tennessee to Vine-
land, N.J. Before the days of the smartphone with GPS, all we 
had to guide us was a folding paper map. 

The unfolding and refolding of this paper map was quite the 
task. Normally the maps were so big that, in a real crisis, you 
had to stop the car and open the map on the hood. The more 
my parents studied the map before we left home, the more 
likely we would make it to Vineland without stress. Looking at 
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the map only after we left home was a sure recipe for disaster.
When launching a new or better church planter coaching initiative in your city, 

early momentum is key. Starting well is crucial. How can we do that? Training is a 
good place to start but seldom establishes long-term momentum. Therefore, train-
ing is not a great destination, but it can help in planning the trip. 

Peer coaching puts coaches to work immediately and establishes the momentum 
needed to build a church planter coaching culture. In fact, all attendees, regardless 
of their experience level, are coaching a peer 30 minutes after the One Day Coach-
ing Map begins. They end the day with another peer coaching conversation plus 
more conversations scheduled immediately following the Map. After this, each 
peer coach will ideally begin coaching someone else, preferably a church planter or 
his wife. The goal is to keep coaches coaching. 

Research has shown that training that is implemented immediately has far great-
er long-term results. In fact, Keith Webb said that implementation following train-
ing provides an astounding 300 percent improvement in results. 

I currently have two peer coaches and have enjoyed numerous peer coaching 
relationships over the years. I need accountability and someone to ask me questions 
no one else is asking. A peer coach is a partner. A unique bond exists as a result 
of sharing goals, dreams and disappointments. My peer coaches are among God’s 
greatest gifts to me. 

You can begin peer coaching today, no matter your coach training experience. 
All you need is a peer who wants to grow as a coach and as a leader. Included below 
are guides to help provide an agenda for each conversation and to tie individual 
conversations together as you go along. Guides like these are intended to get the 
conversation started. Use the guides to help you begin a great peer coaching rela-
tionship. The questions may appear repetitious–because they are—but the answers 
are always changing as your situation changes. Before we get to the guides, here are 
some tips to make peer coaching work. 
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SIX TIPS TO MAKE PEER 
COACHING WORK

1. Calendar the Conversations. Put your peer coaching conversations on the cal-
endar. Consistency is critical for getting the most out of a coaching relationship.

2. Answer the Questions. Use the guides that correspond to each week. Email an-
swers to your peer coach 24 hours before the coaching call. Preparation for coach-
ing conversations enables better coaching. 

3. Read the Answers. As you read the email reply from the person you’re coach-
ing, think of next-level, open-ended questions to ask. Pray that God would lead the 
conversation. Get ready to listen, care and encourage.

4. Practice 30/30 Coaching. Spend 30 minutes coaching and another 30 min-
utes being coached during the call. Another option is to change roles every other 
conversation so each person gets a full hour. Phone or video conferencing makes 
the appointments more focused and easier to keep. Consistency is more important 
than proximity. 

5. Follow Up. After your coaching call is complete, immediately send a follow-up 
email with a bullet-point summary of the actions your peer has chosen. This helps 
both coaches keep a record to help prepare for the next conversation. Both people 
being coached now have to-do lists as well.

6. Reschedule Quickly. In case of cancellation, reschedule the same week. Ran-
dom coaching is marginally effective. And coaching without a high level com-
mitment is coaching that will eventually die. Urgent matters will be the enemy of 
strong coaching.
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PEER COACHING GUIDE #1 
Great coaches are great listeners.

• What’s one of your favorite childhood memories?
• What can you celebrate today?
• What’s your greatest challenge?
• What three areas in your life/ministry need to grow?
• Write a SMART (specific, measurable, attainable, relevant and time-specif-

ic) goal for each area.
• What action steps will you take during the next two weeks for each goal?
• How can I pray for you?

PEER COACHING GUIDE #2 
Great coaches care for the people they coach.

• What’s the most unforgettable place you have ever visited?
• What can you celebrate today?
• What’s your greatest challenge?
• Review the three areas in your life/ministry that need to grow.
• What progress are you making toward your goals?
• What action plans do you need to add or edit?
• What other goals/challenges would you like to talk about today?
• How can I pray for you? 
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PEER COACHING GUIDE #3 
Great coaches encourage and affirm the people they coach.

• Describe a recent “God moment” in your life.
• What can you celebrate today?
• What’s your greatest challenge?
• Review the three areas in your life/ministry that need to grow.
• What progress are you making toward your goals?
• What action plans do you need to add or edit?
• What other goals/challenges would you like to talk about today?
• How can I pray for you?

PEER COACHING GUIDE #4 
Great coaches pray for the people they coach.

• Whom from your past did God use most to help you grow?
• What can you celebrate today?
• What’s your greatest challenge?
• Review the three areas in your life/ministry that need to grow.
• What progress are you making toward your goals?
• What action plans do you need to add or edit?
• What other goals/challenges would you like to talk about today?
• How can I pray for you?
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PEER COACHING GUIDE #5 
Great coaches ask powerful questions.

• When did God first become real to you?
• What can you celebrate today?
• What’s your greatest challenge?
• Review the three areas in your life/ministry that need to grow.
• What progress are you making toward your goals?
• What action plans do you need to add or edit?
• What other goals/challenges would you like to talk about today?
• How can I pray for you?

PEER COACHING GUIDE #6 
Great coaches help people define clear goals and actions.

• What is God attempting to change in you now?
• What can you celebrate today?
• What’s your greatest challenge?
• Review the three areas in your life/ministry that need to grow.
• What progress are you making toward your goals?
• What action plans do you need to add or edit?
• What other goals/challenges would you like to talk about today?
• How can I pray for you?

I LOVE PEER COACHING! WHY?
1. If you have one peer on the planet, you have a free coach!
2. The best way to learn how to coach is by coaching and being coached.
3. God does amazing things when two disciples walk together.
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PRACTICE FIVE:

MULTIPLY COACHES
My coach helped me to discern the Spirit-driven from the self-driv-
en priorities in my life. But he doesn’t stop there. He helped me 
spend time to think through what God is doing around me and dis-
cern the ways that I can lead our church in engaging God’s work. 
He also helped me create manageable steps to move toward living 
out the vision of Riverbend Community Church—Nazareth in living 
for Jesus and loving the Valley. 

– Ryan Knepp 
Riverbend Community Church 

Nazareth, Pa. 
riverbendonline.org/nazareth

Formulas often help life and ministry work better. Whether it is “lather, rinse and 
repeat” or “stir, bake and serve,” clear processes that produce results are invaluable.

Simply put, our John 20:21 mission is to send—and to send well. But people 
aren’t ingredients or steps. Though much has been written about movements and 
multiplication, we have yet to find a universal formula for advancing God’s king-
dom. People don’t really fit into formulas.

We live in a healthy tension between worlds such as organic versus intentional, 
or God’s part versus our part. Much to my disappointment as I’ve dialogued with 
leaders all over North America, I have never found a comfortable, formula-driven 
answer.
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The best we have are our own experiences plus biblical examples of reproduc-
tion that are applied to our current situations. We are inspired by examples like 
T4T (T4T: A Discipleship Re-Revolution by Steve Smith and Ying Kai) and David 
Garrison’s book on movements (Church Planting Movements: How God is Redeem-
ing a Lost World). These discussions give us hope that the best is yet to come.

Hope exists because of the unlimited supply of God’s supernatural power and 
inexplicable favor. The book of Acts is a historical rendering of the way God moves. 
Paul gave the theological foundation of what was demonstrated in Acts: “Now to 
Him Who is able to do above and beyond all that we ask or think according to the 
power that works in us” (Ephesians 3:20).

We can contribute space for God to work by creating multiplying environ-
ments. That’s our part. The results are His part. Paul’s words in 1 Corinthians illus-
trate the closest we get to a multiplication formula in the Bible: “I planted, Apollos 
watered, but God gave the growth” (1 Corinthians 3:6).

As we plant and water, God uses our efforts to create multiplying environments 
within our churches and among church planters. 

NEXT STEPS
Church planter coaches have a unique role in the spiritual journeys of the planters 
they coach. When God develops one of His followers in community, part of his or 
her leadership story includes ongoing, personal, one-on-one conversations. 

I have benefited from coaching relationships/conversations more times than I 
could possibly count. These interactions have challenged and encouraged me. Most 
important, they have reminded me that I am not alone. God has strategically placed 
people in my path to help me become more of who He wants. 

With that idea in mind, I want to multiply church planter coaches because every 
church planter needs one. Below is a short exercise to help you find church planter 
coaches. 
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LOOK FOR POTENTIAL
Who are your next church planter coaches? 
	Church planters
	Church planters’ wives
	Church planting team members
	Professional coaches in newer churches 
	Pastors/staff members who have planted
	Pastors/staff members who are highly engaged in sending churches
	Who else? 

LOVE COACHES MORE 
THAN COACHING 
In my early days of coaching, I was thrilled at the results I saw in the lives of leaders, 
and I wanted more. But I soon discovered that I couldn’t coach everybody. 

Over time I’ve learned to  love coaches more than I love coaching itself. I am 
passionate about developing great coaches so they can help others. 

Part of our coaching framework is the belief that every leader needs a coach. Think 
of people in your world who demonstrate the qualities of a great coach.

Don’t leave great church planter coaches unutilized while you’re out enjoying 
your coaching relationships.  Keep looking for the next group of church planter 
coaches—and love coaches more than coaching.

KEEP THINKING:
1) What qualities of a great coach do you think are most important?

__________________________________________________

__________________________________________________ 
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2) What leaders around you already demonstrate these qualities?

__________________________________________________

__________________________________________________

DO SOMETHING:
Create a list of five potential church planter coaches in your region. Email an inter-
esting article about coaching to those people and tell them what you are thinking. 
Look for opportunities to develop and launch new church planter coaches in your 
church and city. 

THE COACHING BURDEN
A friend once told me he used to believe that a life coach was another name for 
recently unemployed. Not all coaching is great, and not all coaches are properly 
motivated. As church planter coaches, we must acknowledge our incredible re-
sponsibility.

Becoming a great church planter coach involves more than skill development. 
Sending well through coaching is ultimately all about you (and me). Will we let 
Christ continue to work in us? Or will we attempt to coach in our own strength 
while we’re still settled deep in our personal ruts? Coaching from the latter position 
perpetuates a false sense of self-importance—and doesn’t lay the groundwork for 
the results we want in the lives of church planters.

Tony Stoltzfus described the importance of the inner life of the coach:

Your life is the reservoir you draw from when you work with others. 
Coaching is the art of drawing things out of people; it’s hard to 
draw out of others if you haven’t dug your own well and learned to 
draw deeply from it.15

15 coach22.com, accessed 3/23/15
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The writer of Proverbs speaks about personal challenge in the context of any 
responsibility God gives:

Guard your heart above all else, for it is the source of life. Don’t 
let your mouth speak dishonestly, and don’t let your lips talk 
deviously. Let your eyes look forward; fix your gaze straight ahead. 
Carefully consider the path for your feet, and all your ways will be 
established.

– Proverbs 4:23-26

Let us coach well in order to develop, disciple and send well. And let us live well 
in order to coach well.

A few years into a new church plant, I realized that despite my 
best efforts, I wasn’t making the progress I wanted in my life and 
ministry. My coach came alongside me and helped me find focus, 
gain tools in time management and take steps in my marriage and 
family. Coaching moved me from being a struggling youth pastor 
overseeing a few people to a confident executive pastor oversee-
ing hundreds of people and multiple ministries. 

– Dustyn Burwell  
Greater European Mission Church Planter 

Dublin, Ireland 
gemadventure.com/missionaries/burwell

MULTIPLY COACHES IN ORDER 
TO MULTIPLY COACHING AND 
TO GUARANTEE THAT EVERY 

LEADER HAS A COACH.
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ADDITIONAL COACHING RESOURCES

THE COACHING 
DIVE FOR CHURCH 

PLANTERS
BY EDDIE HANCOCK
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CONVERSATION GUIDES 
If coaching is a conversation, what does that conversation look like in an intention-
al church planter coaching relationship?

The Coaching Dive illustrates how a coaching conversation can be structured. 
The guides following The Dive help coaches and planters explore opportunities for 
personal development. Church planter coaching helps planters manage the exas-
perating waters of church planting to move forward in implementing relevant and 
effective action steps. 

Church planting, in its essence, is starting something from nothing. 
Because there is little framework, a church planter can find himself 
lost amidst a myriad of demands. My coach navigated me through 
these exasperating waters by taking complicated issues and driv-
ing them down into smaller, more manageable parts. Sounds sim-
ple, right? Well, it usually requires an unbiased perspective. This is 
why a coach is a relationship every church planter must have.

– Will Browning 
Journey Church, Ladson, S.C. 

journeychurchsc.org

1. GETTING TO KNOW YOU
This is designed to be the first church planter coaching conversation in a series. The 
planter may have never had a coaching conversation before, so talking about himself 
may be uncomfortable at first. This conversation is designed to help you establish rap-
port and gain information that is essential to your coaching relationship. Feel free to 
give the planter your answers to the questions as well.

Connect
• Hello, this is _______________. I have been looking forward to our 

conversation.
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Celebrate
• How have you seen God work lately?
• What is one big win you have enjoyed recently?

Explore
Family
• What is your spouse’s name? (if married)
• How long have you been married?
• What are your children’s names? Ages?
• What do you enjoy most about your family?

Personal Experiences
• What do you like to do for fun?
• What is your biggest accomplishment in life/ministry to date?
• What has been your biggest disappointment? 
• What else should I know about you that would help me coach you well?

Ministry
• What is your vision for your church?
• Where are you in the church planting process?

Capture
• What is your greatest need?
• What help do you need the most right now?

Coaching Outcome
• What will make this coaching relationship a win for you?

Act
• When could we have our next conversation?
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• In light of today’s conversation, what would you like to work on when we talk 
again?

• How can I pray for you?

2. LEADING YOURSELF WELL
The Dive structures a coaching conversation, ensuring that the conversation 
accomplishes a church planter’s goals. The questions open doors of awareness, 
which a church planter may wish to explore. Be present in the moment by asking 
follow-up questions that help him explore ways to move forward.

Connect
• What is one big win for you since our last conversation?

Celebrate
• What do you do well as a leader?

Explore
Personal Development
• Where is your need for growth right now?

( ) Relationship with God
( ) Family relationships
( ) Health/Exercise/Rest
( ) Time management/Organization
( ) Relationships away from home
( ) Other
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Prayer
• How can you take your personal prayer life to a deeper level?
• How can you engage your prayer team on a deeper level?

Leadership Barriers
• Where do you struggle the most as a leader?
• What is one big obstacle slowing your progress in personal growth?

Capture
• What three areas in your life/ministry need to grow the most?
• Which would you like to work on?

Coaching Outcome
• What would a win look like in that area?

Act
• What steps can you take before our next conversation that will move you 

toward accomplishing your goal?
• When will you do those things?
• How can I pray for you?

3. CHURCH PLANTING SYSTEMS
Connect
• What is the most interesting thing that has happened since we last talked?

Celebrate
• What progress have you made on your goals and action steps?
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Explore
• Where is your greatest need for church planting progress?

( ) Core development
( ) Relationships with non-Christians
( ) Connecting with the community
( ) Finances
( ) Disciple making
( ) Sunday mornings (Launch)
( ) Other

Coaching Check In
• This is our third conversation. How can I be a better coach for you?

Church Plant
• What does your church planting time line look like?
• What are your task list priorities over the next month?

Capture
Opportunities
• What outcome would you like to see in the area of greatest need?

Obstacles
• What obstacle would hinder progress? 

Hearing God
• What is God attempting to change in you now?

Act
• What steps can you take to move forward?
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• What is your time line?
• How can I pray for you?

4. COACHING MIDTERM ASSESSMENT
Connect
Coaching Check In
• What are you gaining most through these coaching conversations?
• How could I coach you better?

Celebrate
• What progress have you made on your goals/action plans?
• What do you enjoy most about ministry?
• What is one big win for you since our last conversation?

Explore
• What do you enjoy least about ministry?
• Where is your greatest need for church planting progress?
 ( ) Core development
 ( ) Relationships with non-Christians
 ( ) Connecting with the community
 ( ) Finances
 ( ) Disciple making
 ( ) Sunday mornings (Launch)
 ( ) Other

Capture
Opportunities
• What improvements would make the biggest difference in the area needing 

progress?
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Obstacles
• What obstacles would slow progress?
• What obstacles are slowing progress in that area?

Act
• What steps can you take to move forward?
• What is your time line?
• What has been helpful to you in today’s conversation?
• How can I pray for you?

5. TEAM STRENGTHENING
Connect
• Where have you seen God at work lately?

Celebrate
• What is one big win for you since our last conversation?
• What progress have you made on your goals and action steps?

Explore
• Where is your greatest need for church planting progress?
 ( ) Core development
 ( ) Relationships with non-Christians
 ( ) Connecting with the community
 ( ) Finances
 ( ) Disciple making
 ( ) Sunday mornings (Launch)
 ( ) Other
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Opportunities
• What improvements would make the biggest difference in the area needing 

progress?

Obstacles
• What obstacles would slow progress?

Capture
Planting Team
• How are things going with your church planting team?
• What do they need most from you over the next month?

Plant Leader
• What individual leader needs some extra time from you?
• How can you encourage that person the most?

Act
• What goals would you like to set for team strengthening?
• What steps can you take to move forward?
• What is your time line?
• How can I pray for you?

6. DISCIPLE MAKING
Connect
• What is the best book/article/blog you have read lately? Or: How have you 

been?

Celebrate
• What is one big win for you since our last conversation?
• What progress have you made on your goals/action plans?
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Explore
Disciple Making
• Who are you helping to grow in Christ?
• What are you doing to help them?

Church Process
• What goal for disciple making could your church work to achieve?
• What does the disciple making process look like for your church? 
• What can you do to move the disciple making process forward?

Personal Growth
• Where is your number one need for growth right now?

 ( ) Relationship with God
 ( ) Family relationships
 ( ) Health/Exercise/Rest
 ( ) Time management/Organization
 ( ) Relationships away from home
 ( ) Other

• What goal would you like to establish for growth in that area?

Capture
Opportunities
• What can you do to achieve your goal?
• What will you do?

Obstacles
• What obstacle would slow your progress?
• How could you overcome that obstacle?
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Act
• What are your next steps?
• What is your time line?
• How can I pray for you?

7. LEADER DEVELOPMENT
Connect
• What are your three biggest questions right now?

Celebrate
• What is one big win for you since our last conversation?
• What progress did you make on your goals/action plans?

Explore
Church Plant Development
• Where is your greatest need for progress in church planting?
 ( ) Core development
 ( ) Relationships with non-Christians
 ( ) Connecting with the community
 ( ) Finances
 ( ) Disciple making
 ( ) Sunday mornings (Launch)
 ( ) Other

Obstacles
• What is one big obstacle that is slowing progress?
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Leader Development
• Who are the three most important leaders you are investing in now?
• How are you investing in them?

Capture
• What needs to happen next in your relationship with them?
• What is your biggest question about leader development?
• What goals would you like to establish for leader development?

Act
• What steps will help you accomplish your goal?
• What is your time line?
• How can I pray for you?

8. COMMUNITY IMPACT
Connect
• How have you grown the most over the last four months?
• How has your coaching experience benefited your life/ministry?

Celebrate
• What is one big win for you since our last conversation?
• What progress did you make on your goals/action plans?

Explore
• Where is your greatest need for growth right now?
 ( ) Relationship with God
 ( ) Family relationships
 ( ) Health/Exercise/Rest
 ( ) Time management/Organization
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 ( ) Relationships away from home
 ( ) Other

Obstacles
• What is one big obstacle that is slowing progress?

Community Impact
• What are some unique problems people face in your community?
• Which needs are most urgent? Which are least urgent?
• What can be done to address urgent needs?
• Which needs are not being addressed?

Capture
• What needs to happen that is not happening yet?
• How is your church equipped to meet a community need?
• What can your church do?
• Who can help?

Act
• What will you lead your church to do to meet a community need?
• What is your time line?
• How can I pray for you?
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SAMPLE COACHING 
COVENANT
WHAT IS CHURCH 

PLANTER COACHING?

“Great coaches come alongside leaders so leaders can be trans-
formed into the image of Christ and join Him on His redemptive 
mission.”

– Steve Ogne and Tim Roehl 16

Agenda: Coaching fast forwards leaders toward their God-given mission. 

Your Church Planter Coach: Church planter coaches are qualified by heart, expe-
rience and training. The practical experience of coaching and being coached has 
been part of their preparation to be your coach.

Conversations: Planters will have six to eight phone or video coaching conversa-
tions over four months. The purpose of these conversations is to address key areas 

16 From their book TransforMissional Coaching.
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of life and ministry where growth is needed. Goals, action plans and time lines will 
be established. 

Specific Objectives: Coaching addresses the whole leader. Essential areas ad-
dressed include:

• Spiritual Life
• Family Life
• Ministry Life 
• Personal Life

Contact: Your coach will be available via email and phone between sessions. Prepa-
ration for your conversations will be done in advance via email: your coach will 
send a coaching guide; you complete the questions and return it 24 hours in ad-
vance of the scheduled meeting. 

Commitments and Expectations:
1. Advance scheduling and commitment to keep appointments.
2. Submission of a biographical sketch or resume, church planter assessments 

and other leadership measurement tools to your coach.
3. Call or email in advance to reschedule if necessary.
4. Planters call their coaches at the agreed-upon times.
5. Computer access and good environments during conversations.
6. Accountability for follow-through by the church planter on action plans.
7. Prayer partnership.
8. Confidentiality.

Therefore, with your minds ready for action, be serious and set 
your hope completely on the grace to be brought to you at the 
revelation of Jesus Christ.

– 1 Peter 1:13
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MINISTRY WHEEL
The Ministry Wheel is a tool that helps determine your strengths and weaknesses 
in your ministry environment. Please take time to follow the directions and prayer-
fully consider your choices. The more accurate you are, the more benefit you will 
receive during coaching.

For each of the sectors on the chart below, rank yourself on a scale of 1 to 6: 
“How satisfied/confident am I with this area of ministry?” For instance, if you are 
feeling great about your ability to cast vision, you might give yourself a “5.” So, 
shade in five-sixths of the vision segment, starting from the inside out. 

www.chadspriggs.com
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LIFE TRANSFORMATION 
“Spiritual formation in the tradition of Jesus Christ is the process 
of transformation of the inmost dimension of the human being, the 
heart, which is the same as the spirit or will. It is being formed (re-
ally, transformed) in such a way that its natural expression comes 
to be the deeds of Christ done in the power of Christ.” 

– Dallas Willard

• Family Spiritual Health
• Personal Worship
• Time Management
• Sin Issues
• Prayer Life
• Beatitudes

• Fruit of the Spirit

VISION CASTING
Vision for leadership may be defined as the process of forming a mental image in 
order to express direction, make plans and solve problems that guide an organiza-
tion into the future. Vision provides a sense of direction for the long term.

• Philosophy of Ministry  
• Preaching the Vision
• Core Values
• Implementation Strategies
• Purposeful Ministries
• Monitoring
• Checks and Balances
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DISCIPLESHIP/EQUIPPING 
“Christian discipleship is the process by which disciples grow in 
the Lord Jesus Christ and are equipped by the Holy Spirit, who 
resides in our hearts, to overcome the pressures and trials of this 
present life and become more and more Christlike.” 

– Gotquestions.org

• Prayer
• Modeling
• Mentoring
• Teaching
• Training
• Coaching
• Stewardship

www.chadspriggs.com

MULTIPLICATION
Multiplication is defined as Christians surrendering to the leadership of the Spirit 
of God, resulting in additional disciples, service, groups and churches.

• Evangelism
• Missions
• Baptisms
• Empowered Leaders
• Guests
• Salvations
• Small Groups
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CONTEXTUALIZATION 
Contextualization is the process of assigning biblical application of Scripture and 
purpose to ministry programs that reach the spiritual needs of a given environment 
within which a text or action is executed.

• Authentic Community
• Missional
• Relevant Ministries
• Worship Style
• Diversity
• Attentive to Needs
• Scripture Application

LOGISTICS
Logistics is the planning, implementation and coordination of the details of a busi-
ness or other operation.

• Schedule
• Social Media
• Marketing
• Location
• Finances 
• Administration
• Meetings

www.chadspriggs.com
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COACHING QUESTIONS

WHEN YOU NEED MORE SUPPORT
The following questions will help bring deeper understanding and clarity to help 
the coachee generate SMART goals in each area of ministry.

• What positive factors are influencing this area of ministry?
• What obstacles are keeping you from moving forward?
• What step can you take in the next 30 days to improve?
• What support is needed to gain momentum?
• What is God expressing about this specific ministry area?
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COACHING QUESTIONS

WHEN CREATING YOUR OWN 
MINISTRY WHEEL
Every ministry context is unique. Creating a customized ministry wheel could be 
more effective than using the one provided.

• What six categories do you need to assess to ensure your church is thriv-
ing?

• What subcategories can you identify that would fit under these categories?
• Who could you share this with to gain more insight?
• How could you test the accuracy of your ministry wheel

www.chadspriggs.com
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www.chadspriggs.com
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DEVELOPMENTAL 
COACHING 
TIP SHEET 

10 STEPS TO BETTER COACHING

Automobile races start with a famous call to action: “Gentlemen, start your en-
gines!” The development coach plays a similar role. The assessment retreat is over, 
and preliminary race plans (growth plans) are written. The coach now ensures each 
person is off to a great start. You are vitally important to God’s mission in the lives 
of emerging leaders.

The 10 tips below are intended to help you get started. Pick the ones you need most. 
You can’t implement them all in one coaching conversation, but over time I hope 
all of them will be helpful.

1. Clarify – Most plans need greater details. Good questions (GQs): Who? 
What? When? Where? How?

2. Focus – Plans to grow in developmental areas require effort. Different fac-
tors will make the person you coach have certain priorities. GQs: Which 
area is the most urgent? In which area are you the most motivated? Which 
area will be the hardest for you? What area will be the easiest?

3. Review – The initial plan was made quickly and under pressure. GQs: 
What developmental area needs more thought/content? What area needs 
to be edited? What area needs to be rewritten?

4. Support – As leaders develop their strategic and entrepreneurial skills, 
they will become more resourceful. GQs: Who/What can help you? How 
can I help? How can I pray for you?
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5. Encourage – Young leaders need affirmation. Speak into their lives by say-
ing, “Here is what I like best about your plan … ” or “Here is how I see you 
growing … ” GQs: What are you the most excited about in this plan? How 
does the plan support God’s calling in your life? What would it look like if 
you experienced growth in this area?

6. Feedback – Every coaching relationship is unique. Press in on what lead-
ers are thinking/feeling. GQs: What was your highlight from the develop-
mental retreat? How can I help you most as your coach over the next 90 
days? What was the highlight from today’s conversation?

7. Action – Coaching always ends in action—or it’s not coaching. GQs: What 
specific steps can you take over the next 30 days to reach your goals? Who/
What can keep you accountable for your goals on a daily basis? 

8. Curiosity – Be a curious coach. When something piques your curiosity, 
ask. This will make you a better listener, and leaders will get help in think-
ing through their plans. GQs: What did you mean when you wrote this in 
your plan? How realistic are your goals in this area? How motivated are you 
for your actions in this area?

9. Environment – When swimming in an ocean, the current will either push 
against you or pull you forward. The same is true about goals. GQs: What 
are your keys to success? What will pull you forward faster? What obstacles 
will push against progress? What can you do to address things that push 
against you? How can you address things that pull you forward?

10. Team – Developmental coaching in our context provides a unique oppor-
tunity for a husband and wife to be coached about the exact same topics, 
yet separately. So as the plan is discussed, include the spouse’s perspective 
in the questions. The same is true about core teams, if applicable. GQs: 
What will your spouse think about this change in your plan? When can 
you speak to your spouse about it? What can you do to help your spouse 
grow in these areas? How can your spouse help you grow?
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Peter gave Christ followers an important challenge: “Therefore,  preparing your 
minds for action, and being sober-minded, set your hope fully on the grace that 
will be brought to you at the revelation of Jesus Christ” (1 Peter 1:13, ESV). His 
advice was simple: focus, start your engines, rest in Christ and get moving! 
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CHURCH PLANTER 
COACHING 
TIP SHEET

Thank you for serving church planters by being their coach! Your role is an import-
ant part of sending more and sending well. Below are quick tips on how to get the 
most value out of your coaching relationships.

Have a clear agreement of expectations and review this agreement at the beginning. 
Many of the details on this tip sheet will need to be reviewed, such as preparation, 
keeping appointments, taking notes and the preference of phone or video confer-
encing for consistency.

Get family details. Learn the names, interests, etc., of the planter’s spouse and 
children. You are modeling something important for your planter, and you will also 
have specific data for your prayer life.

Expect planter preparation for your coaching checkpoints. Mutual thought, prayer 
and prep make the value considerably greater. Email questions 48 hours in advance, 
and expect answers 24 hours in advance. If the planter does not respond, keep 
pushing.

Send a follow-up email after every checkpoint. Make it short, and do it immedi-
ately. Encourage your planter and include steps he has agreed to take. This gives you 
something to review to prepare for the next conversation–and reminds him of his 
commitments.

Encourage your planter to take notes. The coaching environment for both of you 
needs to be a working environment. Coaching or being coached in the car is both 
dangerous and ineffective. A noisy coffee shop is not a good place, either. 
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Coach for action. Press in on specific steps that are asked for in every coaching 
guide. If there are no agreed-upon actions, coaching isn’t happening. You can use 
the words what, when, who and how to start questions that press for action. 

Linger on family and character questions. That is your gift to the planter. Passion-
ate, task-driven planters and their coaches will gravitate toward the most urgent 
things on the planting time line. The long-term health of the church plant, however, 
is greatly dependent on family and character development.

Encourage. Every coach is not gifted to be someone like Barnabas. Yet every 
church planter needs a fan. You understand the ups and downs of church planting. 
Help your planter see what God is doing, and make a big deal about it.

Focus on the target. The target is two conversations per month over four months. 
The next coaching conversation you have makes the previous conversation have 
greater value. At first your planter may not see the value of coaching–but you do. 
Schedule all eight conversations at once. When cancelling is necessary, reschedule 
immediately. Your planter will thank you in the end. 
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RENEW OUR 
COMMUNITY 

PERSONAL LIFE RENEWAL PLAN 
Name: Coach: 

Date: Hope Team: 
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DANGER AHEAD

3 WAYS COACHING 
HELPS NAVIGATE 

THE FOG
BY JAMIE LIMATO

As a church planter, I’ve often felt like I was driving through a thick fog. I knew where God 
had called me and what He’d called me to do. However, the strategies and tactics needed 
to accomplish the vision of planting a gospel-centered church weren’t always clear. Add 
people to this confusion, and I ended up with the feeling you have when peering over the 
steering wheel into a foggy night. 

Strategic and tactical fog is unnerving and can leave a planter with plenty of questions: 
What am I missing? Have I taken a wrong turn? Should I turn around? Have you ever felt 
this way as a planter, pastor or leader?

There are many dangerous things about navigating through fog, but perhaps the most 
deadly is reduced visibility. We need help navigating the fog so we can see what’s ahead. 

Here are 3 ways coaching helps navigate the church planting fog:
1. Coaching helps a planter slow down. Slowing down is essential when driving 

through fog. As leaders, we are often driving so quickly—trying to plant a church, 
multiply leaders and disciple people. We’re seeking to love our families well and 
simultaneously grow in our own faith. Often the combination of all these things 
can leave us feeling like the fog has set in. A coach comes alongside a leader in the 
fog and helps him slow down—just like a speedometer.
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2. Coaching helps a planter see clearly. Being able to see clearly is crucial. When 
visibility is low, our natural reaction as leaders is to turn on the high beams. 
However, this often translates to just working harder and faster. A coach asks 
clarifying, nondirective questions to help the leader navigate his own path more 
effectively—similar to fog lamps. 

3. Coaching helps a planter move forward in faith. Moving forward in the right 
direction—and in the right lane—is incredibly important when driving in the 
fog. Leaders navigating the fog often lack perspective and the ability to craft ac-
tion steps to keep moving forward. A coach prompts a leader to develop clear, 
measurable action steps that are right for that particular leader and the path he’s 
on—much like painted lines on a road. 

Are you in the fog and in need of perspective? Coaching may be the thing that will help 
you slow down, see clearly and step forward in faith to accomplish all God has called you 
to.

Contact your local Send City Missionary, Church Planter Catalyst or other church 
planting leaders for more information about church planter coaching in your area.


